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CALLOWAY EDUCATORS — Retiring after serving the children and young people of Calloway County for thepast thirty-eight or more years- are, left to right, Edward Curd, Charlene Curd, Geraldine M. Myers, Mildred Lassiter,and Dulcie Swann Douglass.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
Local Educators Retiring
After Many Years Of Service
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Retiring this year after many years
of service for the Calloway County
Board of Education are Edward Curd,
Charlene Curd, Geraldine M. Myers,
Mildred Lassiter, and Dulcie Swann
Douglass.
Curd has served as general super-
visor for the Calloway County Schools
for the past seventeen years. Prior to
that he served as principal of New
Concord High School for seventeen
years. His early teaching was at
Pembroke High School in Christian
County.
His wife, Charlene Curd, is retiring as
teacher at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School. She taught for
eighteen years at Hazel Elementary
School, seventeen years at New Con-
cord School, and three years at Pem-
broke Grade School in Christian
County.
They have one son, Tipton Curd, who
is a speech therapist for the
Metropolitan School System, Nashville,
Tn., and two grandchildren, Brenda
and David Curd. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Curd have given many years of service
to the schools of Calloway County and
were honored with a reception on May 8
by their son, Tipton, at the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank, Murray..
They are members of many of the
educational groups of the county, state,
and nation.
Mrs. Myers 'whose husband is A. F.
(Skeet) Myers, and daughter is Nancy
Myers, has taught business and
mathematics at talloway County High
School since it was opened in the fall of
1960. Prior to that she taught at Hazel
High School. She was sponsor of the
Caloway yearbook while at the high
scholl. She is a member of the National
Educetion Association, Kentucky
Education Association, First District
Education Association, Calloway
County Teachers Association, and the
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa.
Mrs. Myers said it has been a
pleasure working with the young people
of Calloway County for the past thirty-
eight years and said her best wishes
go out to each of them and the
.Calloway County School System. Her
hobbies include buying and selling
antique glassware, needlework, and
bowling.
Mrs. Lassiter has taught a total of
forty years in the Calloway County
Schools. She has taught at Almo, Flint,
Elm Grove, Van Cleve, Faxon, and
East Calloway Elementary. She
received her Bachelor of Science and
Master of Arts degrees from Murray
CHECK FOR PITCHING MACHINE — The Murray Optimist Club presPn-
ted Murray High with a check tpr $500 to be used toward the purchase of a
pitching machine for the bastlball program next year at MHS. left to right
are Bill Cherry of the Optimist Club, assistant superintendant Eli Alexander,
Murray High principal Dr. Ray Reeves and Tiger baseball coach Charles Ar-
cher. 
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
inside today
One Section — I Pages
The Regional Tennis Tournament 'continues today, and
Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the story and photos on
Friday's action on Page Six of today's issue.
partly sunny
Partly sunny and continued
very warm Sunday with widely
scattered thundershowers in the
afternoon. Highs in the upper 80s.
Probabilities of measurable
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State University.
She and her husband, Purdom, reside
on Highway 94 East, and have one
daughter! Mrs. Bill Harrell, and three
grandsons, Tim, Andy, and Dusty
Harrell. Mrs. Lassiter said now she
hoped to be able to read as much as she
has always wanted to in the past. She is
a member of 'many loc#1 and state
educational organizations.
Mrs. Douglass has taught a total of
thirty-seven years in Calloway with
three years in the one room school,
Martins Chapel and Salem, and the
other years at Lynn Grove, Almo, and
North Calloway Elementary. For three
years she worked with Library Services
of TVA with home office at Murray'
State University. She served on a
committee of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club to help
organize the Children's Music Concert
series at MSU.
She is a member of the American
Childhood Association, First District
Classroom Teachers Association,
Calloway Teachers Associations,
FDEA, KEA,- NEA, and Delta Kappa
Gamma Society for women educators.
Many years were spent with the young
people of the First United Methodist
Church where she and her husband,
Earl Douglass are members. They
have one son, Stephen Earl Douglass.
Trial Of Murray Physician Is
Recessed Until Next Tuesday
Court adjourned Friday in the trial of
Murray physician Dr. James Ray
Ammons, due to the illness of one of the
Jurors.
Testimony will begin again on
Tuesday, following the Memorial Day
weekend.
The trial entered its fourth day
Friday with testimony given Friday
morning. The chief witness in the trial
Thursday and again early Friday was
William Boyden, Jr., who testified he
and Carl Scarborough drove a rented
car to Ocala, Fla., in an attempt to
obtain a large quantity of marijuana for
Dr. Ammons. Scarborough had
testified Thursday, saying Ammons
indicated he wanted between $10,000
and $20,000 worth of marijuana.
Both Boyden and Scarborough are of
Murray.
Boyden, 19, testified that he and
Scarborougkwent to the doctor's home
on the morning of Oct. 4, 1976, and
during that day also encountered Dan
Anderson, Greg Lawson, and Tosun
Yoruk, who have been named co-
defendants in the indictment for con-
spiring to • smuggle marijuana and
distributing various drugs.
Boyden stated 'Ammons showed them
several trays containing •numerous
kinds of marijuana and the group began
smoking it. He said Scarborough was
Rabies Clinics Scheduled
R. L. Cooper, Administrator,
Calloway County Health Department,
announced today that rabies clinics will
be set up in various sections of the
county and at the Health Center star-
ting Wednesday, June 1.
These clinics are scheduled each
year. The local veterinarians and the
health department personnel will assist
in each of these clinics. Kentucky laws
require that dogs and cats be vac-
cinated for rabies. The fee for these—
clinics will be $2.50.
"All pet owners should take ad-
vantage of these clinics and make sure
that all pets are vaccinated," Cooper
stated.




9:00 a. m. — Penny
10:00 a. m. —Stella
11:00 a. m. — Kirksey School
1:00 p. m. — Almo School
2:00 p. m.
3:00 p. m. — Dexter
4:00 p. m. — Cook's Grocery
5:00 p. m. — East Y Grocery
7:00 p. m. — Health Department
THURSDAY
June 2
9:00 a. m. —Hazel School
10:00 a. m. — Clayton's Store
11:00 a. m. — New Providence
1:00 p. m. — Hamlin
2:00 p. m. — New Concord School
3:00 p. m.—Bonner's Grocery
4:00 p. m. — Donelson's Grocery
5:00 p. m. — Faxon School
7:00 p. m. — Health Department
FRIDAY
June 3
9:00 a. m. — Midway
10:00 a. m. —Crossland
Pension Checks Here To
Increase By $336,000
To what extent will the increase in
Social Security payments, which will go
into effect July 1st, benefit residents of
Calloway County?
Under the new rate schedules, how
much will the retirement checks
average in the local area?
Accoctling to the latest figures
released by the Social Security
Administration, showing the number of
beneficiaries in each community and
the amounts they have been getting.
local residents will be receiving ap-
proximately $336,000 more during the
remainder of this year than they did
during the similar period last year.
Their total gain, over the next 12
months, will be about $671,000.
The increase in rates is an automatic
one, mandated by act of Congress. It is
tied to the rise in the-cost of living, as
determined by the Consumer Price
board to all pension checks.
All those who are receiving Social
Security benefits, as well as those who
are getting Supplementary Security
Income payments, which go to aged.
blind and disabled 'persons in states
:that participate in the supplemental
program, are included.
Some 33.4 million Social. Security
recipients and 4.3 million SS I
beneficiaries are affected.
The increase will cost nearly $5.6
billion in the next fiscal year, according
to the Department Of Health, Education
and Welfare. What will happen in future
years will depend upon changes just
proposed by the Administration.
Under the new rate scale, the mon-
thly payments to retired workers rises
from an average of $221 to $234. For a
couple, both of whom are receiving
benefits, the average goes from $377 to
Index, between the first quarter of one 00400 a month. For an elderly widow it
year and the first quarter of the next. will be $223 instead of $210.
Since the CPI rise was 5.9 per cent in The new maximum, formen who are
the year ending March 31, 1977, that retiring this year at age 65, will be $437.
increase is being applied across the compared with $413 previously.
11:00 a. m. — Morton's Store
1:00 p. m. — Sinking Spring's Church
2:00 p. m. — Lynn Grove
3:00 p. En.
4:00 p. m. — Brown's Grove
5:00 p. m. —Coldwater
7:00 p. m. — Health Department
"loaded" on cocaine which Ammons
had administered through use of a
nasal spray bottle. Boyden further-
testified that both he and Ammons also
took some cocaine and they began
watching the film "Deep Throat" on a
large screen in the doctor's bedroom.
The cocaine, he said had been kept
hidden in a closet behind the screen.
The doctor also gave Scarborough
and Boyden 60 tablets of dilaudid, a
strong form of morphine, and told us
not to get hooked on it," Boyden said.
He identified the tablets in court along
with 15 pills they also were given "to
keep us awake" during the trip. Boyden
stated the morphine was given them for
use in obtaining the marijuana.
He and Scarborough later were asked
to make the trip to Florida. Boyden
testified, and they were given a
telephone number to call to "help get us
out of jail i" if they were caught by
police. Boyden testified Ammons told
them not to let it happen like it did
before" and that he assumed the doctor
meant the airplane crash in Texas.
See TRIAL,
Page 12, Column 3
FILLING UP—Marvin Parks loads up his tractor with -Vivbeans Parks who
lives in Calloway ((runty will plant appro timitely 151) acres of beans this
spring,
Community Theatre To Present 'The
Emperor's New Clothes' Next Week
"He isn't wearing any clothes!" So
said TIN children of the 15th century
when they beheld the original streaker.
Murray residents will have the same
opportunity next week when The
Community Theatre presents a unique
production of "The Emperor's ,New
Clothes."
It's a delightful version of the tale by
Hans Christian Andersen brought to the
stage by an improvisational theatre
company for children, "The Thieving
Magpies." Richard Valentine, director
of the community theatre here,
produces the Magpie shows which are
seen regularly at promotional shAws
and dinner theatres in central Ken-
tucky. The story centers around a vain
emperor searching for a wardrobe
made from the most beautiful cloth in
the world. There is a wicked weaver to
complicate the plot and a host of
bumbling servants as well.
Since the show it dope in an im-
provisational style with a great deal of
audience participation it would not be
unlikely for an audience member to
find himself onstage, in costume,
playing a part in the show. The
production also features .special songs
adapted to the story.
Performances are scheduled for
Thursday, June 2, with a matinee at
4:30 p. m. and evening show at 730 in
the University School Auditorium, off
16th St. on the MSU campus. Prices for
the show are unique, too. Children will
be admitted for one dollar and ac-
companying adults get in free.
Information on the many other, ac-
tivities planned by the theatre group
will be available at the auditorium.
Anyone wishing to register for a
summer class offered by the theatre
may do so before or after a per-
formance.
Auditions will be held for -Torn
Sawyer" June 6 and 7 at the public .
Photo hv V% 
1itrar Script., or' on re!•••Tl... then. for
any interested !.our4; peryin or adult
F'011.,vs inkr is a run-down of the other
event,, i:orTung up from the ( orianunIty
theatre
Friday and Saturday. June 10 and
11, dinner theatre at the Colonial House,
• 'Stouthearted" starring Mary Stout.
- - rhursday, Friday and Saturday.
June 16, 17, 18, melodrama at The Old
Freight Depot, "Corse You, Jack
).3 Iton ! "
- Thursday thru Sunday, June 23-6
Theatre in the Park, in the New City-
County Park, 'Torn Sa wyest •
1.1 .••••7 . •.
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Murray Kiwanis Club, and
Spoke and Pedal Shop, will be
at the Murray High School
Parking Lot starting at nine a.
m. Open to all bike riders of
Murray and Calloway County.
Saturday, May 25
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
luncheon meeting at the club
house at twelve noon.
Nature's Pantry, leisurely
walk will start at Center
Station at 1:30 p. m., Stream
Stroll will start at Jenny Ridge
picnic area at 3:30 p. m., and
Night Visual will start at
Center Station at eight p. m.,
Land Between the Lakes.
Saturday, May 23
Oaks Belles and Beaux
Tournament will open today at
the Oaks Country Club and
continue through Sunday.
Saturday, May 28
Fellowship supper will be at
Salem Baptist Church at six p.
m. followed by slides by the
Rev. Carlos Owens,
missionary to Africa.
• Sunday, May 29
Events in land Between the
Lakes will be Visit to
Homeplace to meet at en-
trance road at 2:30 p.m.;
slides on wildlife at Center
Station at two p.m.;
beekeeping demonstration at
Empire Farm from one to 4:30
p.m.
PLATE LUNCHES
JOIN US AFTER CHURCH
11 AM-3PM
EVERYDAY EXCEPT SATURDV •
eMeat
*2 Vegetables, $1 95
*Bread
Your Choice Of
7 MEATS, 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS
'Sunday Special!
[
in addition to regular
plate lunches Sunday we
will feature _
Turkey & Dressing
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Sunday, May 29
Flint Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming
with a basket dinner, regular
morning worship services,
and a gospel singing at 1:30 p.
m.
Goshen United Methodist
Church will have homecoming
with regular services, basket
dinner, and singing featuring
theTentury Singers.
Sunday, May 29
Fifth Sunday Singing of the
Blood River Baptist
Association will be held at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at 1:30 p. m.
Monday, May 30
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at KenBar Inn at 10:30 a.m.
with Nora Lam, formerly of
China, as guest speaker.
Meals program for senior
citizens will be served at
North Second Street Center at
twelve noon. Activities will
follow at one p.m.
Tuesday, May 31
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by Senior Citizens.
All day lesson on making a
"Cathedral Quilt"-will start at
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon,
and lesson agail at one p.m.
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Street Center at twelve noon







Baby Boy Nanney (mother
Vickie), Rt. 8, Benton, Baby
Boy Marr (mother Sheri),
Paris, Tn., Baby Girl Brandon
(mother Jackie), Rt. 4,
Murray, Baby Girl Pickens
(mother Debra), Rt. 3,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Hontas L. Mitchell,
Gen. Del., Murray, Miss Melia
K. Lancaster, 507 S. 9th,
Murray, Ms. Deborah M.
Martin, 100 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Tony J. Williams, Rt. 6,
Benton, Mrs. Thelma E.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Reggie H. Ellis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Bunny D. Lanning, 1607
Farmer, Murray, Donnie K.
Beach, Rt. 1, Box 65, Almo,
Mrs. Ella S. Elkins, Box 55,
Puryear, Tn., Robert E.
Randolph, 1705 Calloway,
Murray, Festur Futrell, Rt. 3,
Murray, Herbert S. Robert-
son, 1610 Calloway, Murray,
Brent A. Atkins, 1666
Calloway. Murray, Mrs. Ruby
E. Miller, Rt. 3, Murray,
Commie Cain, Rt. 1, Box 67,
Almo, Mrs. Chettie E.
Lassiter, 705 Poplar, Murray,
Ernest Doran, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tn., Mrs. Ora
Harder, 503 Elm, Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Paul Poyner of Murray





I want to thank every friend that encouraged and sup-
ported me. I appreciate the confidence you showed me with your
vote.
My aim is to be the same reliable clerk that I have tried to be in
the past. I want to help you in any way I can and I welcome your
suggestions to make your County Clerk's Office a better place to
take care of your business.
May God bless each of you and help us all to make the next four
years good ones.




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Do you think a teenager can experience
love? Why do older people say, "It's only puppy love," or "a
crush"? Isn't that real love?
WANTS TO KNOW
DEAR WANTS: A teenager's "crush" or "puppy love" is
as real as mature love is to an adult.
Teenagers suffer the same longings, yearnings,
heartaches and excitement that older lovers experience.
And the pains of puppy love are deeper because the
frustrations are greater. '
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I own a boat. We both
love boating and so do our children.
Here's the problem: My husband can't swim a stroke,
and he refuses to wear a life preserver. He says he has to
die sometime, and he doesn't care how he goes.
We have five children, Abby. They range from 13 years
old down to 3. I get frightened half to death when we are in
the boat with him, and the waters get rough or a storm
comes up. I am becoming a nervous wreck over this. Can
you suggest something?
NEWPORT
DEAR NEWPORT: Tell your "hero" that even if HE
doesn't care how he goes, YOU do. And you also care
WHEN! Remind him that you didn't have thaw five
children without his help, and you don't intend to raise
them alone, either. That ought to buoy the old boy up.
DEAR ABBY: Every year my daughter and her children
have visited us and stayed all summer, and each year the
children grow a little bolder.
Last summer my home was bedlam! The children kept
.the stereo going full-blast night and day, refused to pick up
after themselves, ate all day long arid abused our lovely
furniture. They partied at night and left the mess for me to
clean up in the morning.
They had their teenage friends running in and out and
never bothered to introduce one of 'them to the,ir
grandfather or me. ITheir mother said teenagers NEVER
introduce their friends to anyone, not even to their
parents.) I was shockea to hear the rude manner in which
those children talked back to their mother, and she didn't
say a word.
If I had treated my elders that way, my mother would
have worn out a willow switch on me. Summer is upon us,
and I am dreading it. Have you any advice for me?
GRAM
DEAR GRAM: No advice, just sympathy. U you put up
with those hooligans another summer, you've asked for it.
Apparently you failed to teach your daughter what your
mother taught you: Respect for one's elders. For if you
had, she'd have passed it on to HER children. And perhaps
something else would have been passed on: the willow
switch.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Berea, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped I244) envelope.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraaces Drake 
FOR MONDAY, MAY M,1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Financial matters under
some restriction. Keep a tight




(Apr. 21 to May 21) tgki;1"
This day should bring new
zest into your life. Both personal
and business matters governed
by generous influences. Do
make the most of it!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Some unexpected changes
indicated. Do not be dismayed.
They should prove beneficial in




(June 72 to July 23) ell0
Activities speed up now —





(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124iQ
Even if all is not patterned
neatly and precisely, don't fret.
Take each situation in turn and
consider all factors involved.
You can change many "im-
possible" situations.
VIRGO rip(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mee. competition, but in a
subtle manner. Advancement
notable in science, economics,
educational pursuits.
LOIRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Try to avoid verbal or
emotional confrontations. If
necessary, YOU be the one to
offer compromise, but don't
abandon high principles.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nt,*
A day for aggressive action —
which those of your Sian always
enjoy. Aim for your goals in a
swift, sure manner, but don't
tread on sensitive toes in your
forward thrust
SAGITFARIUS




their most congenial. In fact, a
resourceful friend may even
help you to attain a long-
cherielted desire.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Icr4
Be ready for changes. Some
surprising histructions may be





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Gains indicated in your
material status. Don't hesitate
to confide your objectives to
superiors — who should be in a
receptive mood just now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X e.
Stellar influences now give
you an edge in any challenges
you are likely to face — but be
alert, nevertheless. You
COULD miscalculate
somewhere along the line.
YOU BORN TODAY are en-
dowed with a brilliant mind, a
lively imagination and a warm
and outgoing personality. You
are highly idealistic and
unusually sensitive. Try to curb
the latter trait, since you could
suffer unnecessarily over
fancied slights. Exceptionally
versatile, you could succeed in
many fields, but your greatest
achievements may come
through music or in the literary
world — especially as writer of
short stories, reporter, editor,
advertising or promotional
copywriter. You could excel on
the stage or in the legal
profession, where you could
become an outstanding trial
lawyer. Birtlxlate of: Ccrnella





Dr. Eugene Hibbett in-
structor at FreeckHardeman
College, Henderson, Tn., has
announced that Tammy
Feltner, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Feltner of
Murray, has received a
summer school scholarship to
Study Drug and Alcohol
Education at Freed-
Hardeman College this year.
Tammy will be a senior at
Calloway County High School
next year and has a grade
average of 95.87 placing her
eleventh in her class of 237
students.
Her activities at Calloway
County High include, art
editor of the Annual, Beta
Club secretary 76-77 and will
serve as second vice-president
in 78, assistant editor school
newspaper, secretary pep
club, secretary of the band,
field commander of the band,
member of the student
council, member of Students
in Action for Education,
member of the Calloway
County High School chorus
and the Kentucky State
Speech team.
I LIBRARY NOTESFew Mown Troalien
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
I WISH I COULD GIVE MY
SON A WILD RACCOON,
edited by Eliot Wigginton.
Doubleday.
A collection of narrative
interviews containing stories
from people reflecting the
diversity of the American
people written much like the
well-known Forfire books.
MRS. POLLIFAX ON
SAFARI, by Dorothy Gilman.-
Doubleday.
What Could be more
reasonable than the CIA
, sending Mrs. Pollifax on
safari — a favorite part-time
agent — the grandmother who
raises geraniums in New
Jersey and has a wicked
karate slice.
AS IT WAS, by Henry Cabot
Lodge. Norton.
Mr. Lodge writes of his
many roles-- during the
Eisenhower years and tells of
an extraordinary experience
when he as Ambassador to




If it is possible to add many
youthful, healthy years to our
life span — a prospect that
now appears realistic — is it a
good idea? In this book the
author explores the con-
sequences, and concludes the





STARRBELOW is the story
of Sapphire Devigne — a
young girl brought from
Venice to the elegant and
cynical London of King
George the Second; of her
betrothal and an ill-fated
marriage.
NEEDLEPOINT LETTERS
AND NUMBERS, by Carol
Rome. Doubleday.
This practical reference
book takes the guesswork out
of stitching letters and
numbers in needlepoint by
providing diagrams for every
style of project.
MARIA, by Eugenia Price.
Lippincott.
As this historical novel
opens, it is 1763, and the troops
have left Havana to occupy
the newly British garrison
town of St. Augustine, Florida.
MISS YOUR POW
Sedweribers w Woe net
received their bies
copy of The Mem/ Wiper a
awes by 5:3111 p.a. filowsky•
Fria, or by 3:30 p.m. ea Safer.
dews are wiped to eel 753-1916
betweeme 5:311 p.a. wed 6 p.w.,
Reaero-frWay, or 338
wed 4 p.n. Saturdeys, te keen
/Avery of lies Newspaper. Cads
rase be pined by 6 p.m. mob-
days or 4 p.m. leterderys te
owerentee delivery.
David, who is ill with a
tropical fever, has barely
survived the voyage, and
Maria, near exhaustion, finds
herself facing challenges that




seasoned with butter and
grilled to tender crispness, are
a great accompaniment to the
summer picnic. For each
serving, use a double thick
rectangle of aluminum foil.
Place on it: six thin slices of
potato, six carrot strips and
several green pepper strips.
Add one tablespoon each of
butter and water and one
teaspoon of bacon bits or
crumbled cooked bacon. Fold
foil down onto vegetables in a
tight double fold, then fold
ends over tightly. Place on a
gal, -folded aide up, and cook
25 to 35 minutes or until
vegetables are tender.
Tammy has also been
selected to attend the 1977
session of Kentucky Girl's
State. She is a member of the
University Church of Christ.
The course she will be
taking is a three hour college
Ugh .111°.
Tammy Feltner




dangerous substances such as.




along with legal aspects.
The scholarship which
covers complete schooling
expenses for the course is
being offered by Dr. Willard
Ails, pharmacist at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and wife, Martha
Ails, co-owner of the Book-
mark in Murray. Ails received
his doctrate in Phar-
maceutical Science with
special emphasis on drug
abuse from Clinton University
and is one of the guest lec-
turers in tht course.
The scholarship is offered
annually by Dr. and Mrs. Ails '
to a junior or senior from
Calloway County.
Fern Terrace Gazette
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
P'h. 753-7109
Editor, La Verse Tapp
Our congratulations go out to Miss Mable Dun-
can and Mr. Harlon Nanny who were chosen on
May 1st as the King and Queen of Fern Terrace for
rn. We had a large crowd and everyone enjoyed
the afternoon.
We also want to thank those who entertained us
for the afternoon, Mr. Toby Roberts, Cathy Wurth
and Richard Jones. We also want to thank Mr. Bailey
Spears for the fine job he did as "Master of
Ceremonies." Our great thanks to our judges who
did a outstanding job making the selection of our
King and Queen. Their job was certainly the hardest
of all. Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Alien and Mrs.
Brenda Harper.
We want to welcome Mr. Raymond Freeze, Helen
Clark, Lola Geurin and Omer Garner to our Fern
Terrace Family.
If you would like to pin our happy family at Fern
Terrace here are some of the services you can
receive for $10.00 a day:
1. Maid and aide service - 7 days a week, 24 hrs. a
day.
2 Private Rooms with refrigerators and dinette
available.
3. Nourishing meals served family style.
4. Game room with pool table and color T.V.
5. Physician on call 24 hrs. a day.
6. Individual medication dosage set up by a
registered pharmacist.
7. Visiting hours open fbr the conveniences of
your family and friends.
8. Planned activities and entertainment
9. Religious services for all denominations.
If you think you can't afford to pay $10.00 per day,
cr,ntact Mrs. Tapp or M--... Walker, between the
hours of 9-5 - 7 days a week at 753-7109 or visit us
in our offices and we may be able to tell you how
you can apply for help to live here. Assistance is
available.
Happy Birthday to Maggie Stubblefield and Francis
Key. Speedy Recovery to: Edger Campbell, Francis
Key, Charlotte Robinson and Beatrice Futrell
To The Citizens of Murray:
I want to thank those who supported me in my unsuccessful bid for
re-election as your Mayor. It was a pleasure to have served you, and I
am grateful for the help that I received from so many. My heartiest
congratulations to Dr. Henley and the new Common Council and wish
all of them much success. I pledge to you, in the last seven months of
my tenure, my sincere concern for Sincerely,
all, my desire to improve conditions
in Murray, and fervent interest in the
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Slujne Club Holds Social
The Murray Shrine Club
held its regular social meeting
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord on Saturday,
May 21, at 6:30 p. m. with the
Rev. Henry McKenzie giving
the invocation.
Members and wives at-




Woodrow Dunn, Jack Nor-
wine, Wilson Hewstone,,„
Norman Klapp, Don Robin-
son, Bobby Film, Alan Jones,
Freed Cotham, Burford Hurt,
Franklin Carroll, Eugene
Darnell, Philip Crihfield, and
James Armbruster, with the
latter having as guests, James
Armbruster, Jr. and Miss
Patricia Mullins.
The next meeting will be
held Saturday, June 18, with
the place to be announced.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Son of Adam

















































































































































SHE WANTS TO KNOW IF





WE WILL WAIT FOR
THE STRANGER WHO
BRIN65 WHITE POWDER




















FOR SUNDAY, MAY 29, 1177
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for-your birth Sign. .
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "r
Gauge everything ac-
curately; be quick to perceive
erroneous information. Some
tricky spots indicated. Make
decisions to act in a well-
balanced, foresighted -manner.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
An above-average day in
certain areas; possibly trying in
others. Don't do half a job or get
only half a story. In discussions,
listen to ALL — carefully.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A _good day in which to seek
information you need. Study or
creative writing of some kind
will pay off in a sense of deep
satisfaction.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) et;)
Stimulating aspects give new





July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124-4A
Avoid hasty decisions. Look
more closely into all situations.
There may be values not seen at
a cursory glance.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP1/4SI
Your intuition at a peak. A
goat dap for backing your




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23, Art
Influences indicate a wider
scope of interests, possibly
greater activity. But take
precautions not to overstep
sensible boundaries.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. n) ineeV
-Ratline matters may not go








may offer much-needed help.
Don't underestimate his (her)
ability.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your judgment still a bit
"cloudy." Optimism may be
coloring your outlook, so
postpone making decisions until
a more propitious period.
3ereif:t
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 110
Certain situations may be
annoying, but they MUST be
handled — and calmly. At all
costs, avoid anxiety and
overemotiona
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Good stellar influences. A
novel "twist," a new approach
to a stymied project could spark
fresh interest, relieve the
monotony of details.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC.
A most fortunate day for
personal platis and ambitions.
Your innate intuition at a peak.
Don't hesitate to back your
hunches.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a gregarious
personality, great magnanimity
and outstanding versatility and
generosity. You love all that is
beautiful in life, but are
especially attracted to
Literature and music; could also
become a scintillating en-
tertainer since you have an
inborn flair for the dramatic.
Whether as a vocation or an
avocation, you should write —
essays, critiques, novels,
detective stories. Traits to
curb: temperamentalism,
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:
G.K. Chesteron, Eng. Jour-
nalist, author: Patrick Henry,
early Amer. statesman; US.
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THERE S NO MONEY







June 1st thru June 4th
GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL
Order Your Fireplace During
June and Receive:
FREE $750°
in Hearth Accessories with purchase of any size installed
brick or stone wood-burning fireplace. Over 150 models.
NO FOUNDATIONS REQUIRED
SMOKE FREE GUARANTEE
25 YEAR WARRANTY AND
CUSTOMER PROTECTION PUN
More Grand Opening Specials *
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Walter L. Apperson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc R. Gene McCutcfieon, editor
t.ditorfliis and opinionated articles .1 this page are presented for
the putpowe of providing a forum for the free enshange of differing
opinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
topUllUllait'll articles are encouraged
'nu. editors of this newspaper strungit behest. that to hind
opinionated articles to unit those which parrallel the editorial
philiwupht of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore ay urge readers who du not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented in an imbvidual writer in a column, to respond
ith their feelings on the particular WAN' Wing class
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10 Years Ago Today
Army Privates Ronnie Bazzell and
Thomas D. Burkeen both fired expert
with the M-14 rifle near completion of
absic combat training at Fort Knox.
Pvt. Jerry R. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Lassiter of Murray Route
Five, has completed basic training at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., as a member
of the National Guard.
Deaths reported include Dwight L
Stone, John D. Ferguson, Mrs. Olvie
Evans, and Hollie B. Hall.
Kathy Rowlett of Murray High School
is champion of the Singles Division of
the High School Girls Regional Tennis
Tournament held at Murray State
University May 26-27.
Steve Moody, senior at Murray High
School, ranked fifth in the state on the
National French H contest.
20 Years Ago Today
Murray High School beat St. John's
for the regional baseball championship.
Dan Pugh was the pitcher for Murray.
Deaths reported inalude Spencer
Hackett, age 84, and Will Miller Spark-
man, age 52.
Cub Scout Pack 45 held its annual
field day at the Murray City Park.
Captain George Kimball is the cub-
master.
Mrs. Hardie Owen was honored With
a surprise dinner on her birthday at her
home on Murray Route Six.
"Snows of Kilmanjaro" starring
Gregory Peck is showing at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre.
30 Years Ago This Week
Miss Sue Hughes was crowned is
basketball queen for 1946-47 of Murray
Training School at the annual talent
night program. She was escorted by
Alfred Lassiter, co-captain of the
basketball team.
W. B. Moser, Murray, was named
vice-president of the First District
Sportsmen's Club at the Kentucky
Sportsmen's Club _convention held at
Paducah.
Deaths reported this week include L
R. Doores, age 66, W. L. Hart, age 60,
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Paschall, age 54,
and Mrs. Ar-Tee Turter, age 83.
Tollie D. McMillen, Jr., fireman •
second class, USN, ut serving aboard
the cruiser USS Wilkes-Barre, and
recently returned from a tour in the
European weters.
Murray High School placed second in
the regional track meeting held at the
Cutchin Stadium, Murray State
College.
Dr. A. Douglas's Wallace will open his
practice of dentistry at 107 North
Fourth Street, Murray, on June 2. He
has served in the Dental Corps of the U.
S. Army for the past four years.
Marriages announced this week
include Carrie Allison to Seiburn White
on May 27.
40 Years Ago This Week
Dr. H. M. McElrath and Dr. A. D.
Butterworth spoke in tribute to the late
Dr. E. B. Houston, physician, at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the National Hotel.
The 17 year locusts appeared in
Calloway County this year beginning
about May 20, according to County
Agent John T. Cochran.
Deaths reported include Andrew
Phelps, age 71, Mrs. Sephronia Brown,
age 84, Betty Jean Byman, infant, Mrs.
Dell Jones, age 64, Mrs. Inez Sales,
Edward Simmons, age 20, Mrs. Elie
Elizabeth Cope Edwards, Mrs. Susan
Emily Miller Skinner, age 65, Mrs.
Mary E. Lawrence, age 80, and Claude
A. Orr, age 52.
Dr. Raymond A. Kent, president of
the University of Louisville, will be the
commencement speaker on June 3, and
the Rev. A. V. Havens, minister of the
First Christian Church, Murray, will be
Bible Thought
For by one Spirit are we all bap-
tized into one body. I Corinthians
1 2:1 3.
We may have differing name tags
down here as Christians; in heaven
we will all be "united brethren"!
Mirrray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St. Murray,
Ky., 421171.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers, 4150 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, 
1m 
. and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn., $17.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year .
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
the baccalaureate speaker for the
programs for Murray State College.
Eighty-seven persona will receive
degrees this year.
A total of 410 persons were enrolled in
the adult education classes sponsored
by the WPA Education program in
Calloway County during April, ac-
cording to Owen Billington, local
supervisor.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cunningham
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FRANKFORT — When the new
Human Resources building on East
Main is fully occupied in August, it will
create a more congested problem in
that area; a problem that is all too
familiar with state employes here.
The new six-story brick and glass
structure, attached by two floors to the
present building fronting Main Street,
is designed to house 1900 employes with
600 in the old building for a total of 2,500.
This combination is designed to ac-
conunodate all Human Resources
workers now deployed in 18 locations in
Frankfort.
This should make it more convenient
for Kentuckians having business with
Human Resources. They won't have to
drive all over Frankfort to visit the
different divisions.
It also will eliminate the necessity of
renting space and should save the
taxpayers some money in the long run.
Milton Thompson, of the ar-
chitectural firm that designed the
building, said the 1,600 parking spaces
in the parking lot were based on the
average of 1.47 persons for each vehicle
in the parking lot. For the present, the
lot has only two entrances, the main
entfance off of Main Street to the old
building and one off Glenns Creek
Road.
However, the new Maryland Avenue
entrance from Main is scheduled for
completion in August. It was originally
scheduled for June, but extreme winter
weather caused delays.
Plans and construction are underway
to alleviate the traffic problem for
employes and visitors from out in the
state to reach the Human Resources
agencies.
A new road from U.S. 127 on the West
side of Frankfort is being constructed
to reach the Capitol parking lot and new
parking garage. It has been anticipatia
that this work will be completed in time
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 28, the 148th
day of 1977. There are 217 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, in World War II,
British and French troops began an
evacuation from Dunkirk, France.
On this date:
In 1863, the first black regiment from
the North in the Civil War left Boston
for the front under Col. Robert Shaw,
In 1864, Archduke Ferdinand
Maximilian of Austria-Hungary landed
in Vera Cruz, Mexico to become em-
peror.
In 1934, Oliva Dionne gave birth to
quintuplets in a farmhouse near
Callender, Ont.
In 1940, King Leopold'III of Belgium
surrendered his army to German in-
vaders in World War II.
In 1959, two monkeys named Able and
Baker survived a 300-mile trip into
space after being launched from Cape
Canaveral in the nose of a rocket.
In 1962, the New York Stock Market
took its biggest loss since October 1929.
Ten years ago: U.S. jets cut rail lines
running in three directions from North
Vietnam's capital of Hanoi.
Five years ago: The Duke of Windsor
died at his home in Paris at the age of
77.
One year ago: The United States and
the— Soviet Union signed a treaty
limiting the size of underground




CI. Mr. T.Y. believes that our
labor force would actually ac-
complish as much, perhaps
more, if business allowed
workers to take short naps at
specified times during work
and wonders if anyone ehe
supports this theory.
A. Since Americans pay so
much respect to the work ethic.
it is unlikely that management
or labor would look with much
favor to napping at particular
times during work hours
In warmer clfmates, for ex-
ample in our neighbor nations
south of the border, siestas are
commonly practiced. Sup-
posedly, they help laborers
cope with the heat.
The Health Insurance In-
stituted New York recently
The Job
For More Pep
By FJ L Blasingcune. M_D
s-ufsted naps during work to
improve on-the-job perfor-
mance. This advice was based
on the opinion of several effi-
ciency experts who recom-
mend half-hour naps to offset
the afternoon slump in a
worker's performance. Studies
showed that longer naps
brought no more satisfacion
than those limited to 30
minutes.
A University of Pennsylvania
psychologist. Frederick Evans,
Ph.D., states that persons who
make a routine of naps,
regardless of whether they are
sleepy, reap the greatest
benefits. He believes that corn
panics interested in efficient
workers should encourage
naps.
Quoted in Health Insurance
News, Dr. Evans says, "Naps
are clearly psychologically
restorative and should be en-
couraged. And people should
be allowed to benefit from
them instead of fealing guilty
about them."
To relieve a napper's guilt,
Dr. Evans suggests that com-
panies make an optional after-
noon nap as legitimate as the
coffee break.
Wilse Webb, Ph.D., of the
University of Florida believes
that the remainder of the
world might take a hint from
the "siesta cultures" that have
legitimized the afternoon
break
"To take a nap es to stop
messing around with Mother
Nature," says Dr Webb "I




vigorous man, is said to have
practiced napping He could
doze off for a brief period and
wake up refreshed and
renewed.
If coffee prices continue to
climb, they may cause mah-
agement to consider whether
naps are more prudent,
especially if they would in-
crease efficiency and produc-
tion.
These ideas suggest the
pause that rePreshes" might in-
clude a brief nap.
VAN CURON
for the 1978 session of the General
Assembly.
Contract for a new bridge to cross the
Kentucky River from this new road is
scheduled to be let this summer. A
connecting road from the new bridge to
the Human Resources building is to be
let this summer. The new road will
come in from the back or south side and
connect to Maryland Avenue.
After the first of the year, the High-
way Department will let a contract for
a road from Maryland Avenue to
Versailles Road. It will connect at the
U.S. 421 overpass and interchange with
Versailles Road. This will relieve a
large amount of traffic from Main
Street.
Important to Kentuckians outside of
this immediate area is that the new
connecting road for Human Resources
and the Capitol area will be less than a
mile from the 144 interchange on
Versailles Road. It won't be necessary
to come down Main Street to reach any
of these two areas coming from the
East or West side of town. Persons
coming from the West on 1-64 can get off
at the U.S. 127 interchange and go to the
Capitol or Human Resources areas.
The cafeteria in the new building is
designed to seat 412 persons, the ar-
chitect said. Three shifts for lunch are
anticipated for workers in the two
buildings.
When the new 28-storr office building
in Capital Plaza was started during the
Breathitt administration, the official
word then was that it would do away
with using rental space and ac-
commodate the state for several years.
State offices weren't moved into the
new building good before the state was
leasing more space from private firms.
This could be true with the new
building in just a few years since state
government -continues to grew. The-
,. state now has more than 33,000 state
employes scattered around the state,
with a large percentage of them in
Frankfort. It was only about =,000 in
1960.
Echoes From The Past
( .4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)
Written By Judith A. Illaupin
The Tanning Industry In
West Kentucky
One of the major industries of the
nineteenth century around here was
leather tanning. The reason for its
popularity was because it was an in-
dustry which was eminently suited to a
sparsely settled, heavily wooded
area—as was the iron industry, which
depended upon the ore mined from the
rocks and the trees which were used to
make the charcoal which ran the fur-
naces. Tanning, also, depended upon
trees, specifically oak trees, for the
tannin which was necessary for the
tanning proCess. Further, a backwoods
area is the natural setting in which to
find the hides to tan, what with the
abundant deer, as well as the
domesticated goats, sheep, and cattle
which provided the raw materials for
leather. The tanning process also
required an abundance of water, which
meant that tanneries had to be located
near a spring or other reliable source of
water.
The process of tanning was carried on
in the following manner. Twice a year,
in the fall and in the spring, the tan bark
was stripped from a variety of oak
known as the Mountain Oak. This bark
was collected for about six weeks in the
fall when the sap was falling and for six
weeks in the spring when it was rising.
After the bark was taken from the
trees, it was pulverized in some way;
some of the tanneries had machines
which did this. •
Vats were made by the tanneries,
usually of stone or brick, and sunk in
the ground. A tannery which did much
business needed a large number of
these vats. Into them the raw. hides
were put, and covered first with a wetk
solution of lime, in order to remove tflE
hair from the hides, a process which
took about a week. After this, the hides
were transferred to other vats which
-contained stronger lime solution for
further soaking.
When the hides had soaked to the
point that. hair . could be manually
removed, they were taken from the
vats and scraped, removing the hair
and excess fat from both sides of the
raw leather. This was done by hand by
the workers, using rather crude tools
which did not vary in effect from the
stone scrapers used by the Indians
thousands of years earlier.
The hides were then put back into the
vats, this time to be soaked in tannin. It
took about five pounds of bark for every
pound of leather to be worked;
sometimes, instead of using the
powdered bark, the bark itself was
used, layering it with the hides. After
the hides had been soaked in the tannin,
they were put into clear water to be left
for a time.
The finishing process consisted of
softening the leather and making it
usable for finished goods. The hides
were stretched on frames and rubbed
with glass balls and a small quantity of
oil, to soften and strengthen them.
The finished hides were shipped by
riverboat to places all over the country,
as well as sold locally. A few of the
tanneries had adjoining shoeshops
which made shoes and boots for the
local people. Another popular item
locally was a piece of sheepskin, tanned
with the hair left on, which people used
as foot warmers in winter.
Most of the tanneries in this area
seem to have been located between the'
rivers, probably because of the
abundance of oak trees there, as well as
the numerous springS. The Redd
brothers were discussed last week;
they had aPprenticed, among other
youths, a' young man named Frank
Tishel. He was a German immigrant,
who later bought a large piece of land
on Tishel Creek and started his own
tannery, the ruins of which are still to
be seen. His home place, known later as
Eagle Hill 'Farm, has an interesting
history, which will delve into later.
Another tannery, located on Rushing
Creek, was known as Tyoperty. It was
smaller than the Tishel operation and
was run by Bill Bogard, a fore-runner of





A NEW VIEW OF THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE!
Once upon a time there was a rabbit boasting of
his speed before the other animals. Among the
animals was a little turtle that had heard all she
wanted to hear and turned and plodded off.
"Where are you going?" asked the rabbit. "To the
bank," answered the turtle. "You'll never make it,"
chided the rabbit. "The bank closes in five minutes,
but I'll get there because I can really run fast."
As it happened the rabbit arrived at his bank one
minute late and it was closed. The turtle just kept up
her leisurely pace as she knew she didn't have tc.,
hurry. She could do her banking any time she got
there because she had a Teller-24 card from Peoples
Bank.
The moral of the story is: the one who wins is the one
with a Teller-24 card from Peoples Bank!
Teller 24's at:
North Office —
North 12th & Chestnut
South Office —





Open Memorial Day weekend - Saturday, Sunday and Monday
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Inc., Calvert City, com-
pleted the Unit I course





The series of five-day on-
campus courses are
- designed to strengthen the1 
...management competency










functions and methods, and
economics and personnel
relations.
During the past 25 years
more than 950 different
companies representing a










' ' Douglas C. Lance,- Je.
has been recently elected
to the Board of Directors of
the Kentucky Hotel and
, Motel Association. Lance is
-'The- managing partner of
Paducah Best Western
'"" Inn and the Paducah
6 'Ftamada Inn..,!.
1 He is the President of
"the Paducah-McCracken
"ftounty Hotel and Motel
Association, a member of
the Board of Directors of
the Paducah McCracken




Association, a member of
the Paducah Chamber of
Commerce, and the
American Hotel and Motel
Association.
Lance resides at 1704
Holiday Drive, Murray,











that showed a happy
retirement scene. But
over in the corner
stood the proprietor




The answer is both
simple and complex.
Of course, the owner
"pensions the owner."
That's the simple part.
How the owner can
build his pension,




This column will help
you find ways to build
tax-favored pension
plans, and estate plans.
Whether you're a sole
proprietor or in a
small corporation.
Look for ideas that you
can use in the weeks
to come.
INTEGON'
For more information, call Mtegon, David King, 753-8355
John Warren William Glavin
F-P Toys Names Managers
The appointment of two
managers at the Murray
plant of Fisher-Price Toys
was announced today by







Aurora, New 'York, has
been named materials
manager of the Murray
plant. He will report to
Kain.
Glavin joinedfisher-
Price in 1972 as supervisor
of manufacturing and
industrial engineering and
was assigned to Divisional
production control two
years later. In his new
position, Glavin will be
responsible for purchasing,




A graduate • in
engineering from Purdue
University,' Glavin
received his MBA degree
from the same school.
John D. Warren has been
named personnel manager




Professor in the Depart-
ment of Engineering and
Industrial Technology at
Murray State University.
Prior to this, Warren' had




Warren will be responsible
for all phases of the per-































its nice to live within a few feet Off a
fire hydrant But it's even mcer to now
that you have the coverage. you need in
case a fire does strike
When you insure with us you're
assured of getting the protection you
need - and at the best rates possible
Were an independent agency. and
that means we shop around to get the
beet coverage for you 'roes the best
insurance company for your particular
need
We cant bring the hydrantctoser to








MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751
St
received his M.S. degree in
industrial management
from the same school.
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
Two From Kentucky To Become Musical All- Americans
From somewhere in this
state, two high school
musicians • are headed for
New York City; Pasadena,
California; and the title of
"All-American."
The search is on for the
top 102 high school
musicians — two from each
state and the District of
Columbia — who will
comprise -the 1977 Mc-
Donald's All-American
High School Band.
Sponsored each year by
McDonald's restaurants,
the All-American High
School Band in 1977 will
mark its eleventh an-
niversary increasing its
ranks to more than 1,100
alumni. -
High school band
directors in all 50 states
and the District of
Columbia have been in-
vited to nominate their two
best muscians before the
June 30 deadline. Selection
is Made by the Band's
internationally renowned
music director, Paul
Lavalle and members of
the Advisory Board which
include Dr. William Foster,
Director of Bands, Florida
A&M University; George





Fears, Director of Bands,
Norfolk State College,




„and Robert B. Vezzetti,
Brownsville High School,
SHOPPING SPREE WINNER — Earl Byerly of Murray was the winner of Big
John's 90-second shopping spree. Bverly, who made his dash around the
store earlier this week, collected 5174.46 worth of groceries in the giv.e-
a way.
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
gwIn eCates
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
314 East Main Street
Murt‘w k 32071
Phone 71-0123
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic fireplaces•Alummum Awning;
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel, KY
Phone 492-8647 For free Estimates
SANK NOTES
by Bill Boyd
The paper used to make
U.S. currency is made
of cotton and linen blen-
ded for hard usage. Tiny
red and blue threads,
not used in any other
paper, make coun-
terfeiting difficult.
It's not difficult to saver money with our auto





are about alike - un-
til you hare a claim.
Most insurance .agents
look pretty much alike.
But sore work for only
one company while
others (like us) are in-
dependent. working only
for you
An agent working for
one company must
satisfy the company tt
he doesn't his job May
be in jeopardy.
With us., we must
satisfy only You. If the in-
surance company
doesn't make good, they
will lose all our business.
not just Yours_ So they
can't afford to cross
either of us up.
How does this work











Under the direction of
Lavalle, who is the former
director, of Radio City
Music Hall and director of
the Band of America, the
McDonald's All-American
High School Band will
make its eleventh con-
secutive appearance in the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade in New York City
and make its tenth con-




pearance will be televised
nationally on the NBC and
CBS networks.
"Since repeat per-
formances in these events
are rare, the invitations
are a real tribute to the
musical talents of the Band
members," Lavalle said.
"The hand who pants
don't match" — so called
because the musicians
wear their own high school
band uniforms topped off
with special All-American
Band overlays and caps —
also performed during 1976
special concerts at famed
Carnegie Rail an,d
Rockefeller Center in New
York and a parade through
Disneyland and Knotts
Berry Farm during the
California trip.
Each senior Band
member will have an op-
portunity to audition for a
total of up to $28,000 in
scholarships offered by the
New England Con-
servatory of Music in
Boston in Paul Lavalle's
name.
McDonald's believes the




April for all three major
IP categories of construction
catapulted contracts for
future building 20 per cent
to a record $12,078,853,000,




Dodge Index (1967 equals•
100i soared to 250 as a
result .of April's surge of
,new projects. It had been








produces Dodge Reports on
construction activity and
Sweet's Catalog Files of
construction product in-
formation.
"All of a sudden, con-
struction markets seem to
be responding to the recent
positive developments
taking place throughout the
economy," said Geroge A.
Christie, vice president and




sumer spending, an ample
supply of mortgage money,
and Federal public works
spending," he reported,
are all coming together in
an across-the-board surge
of commercial and in-
dustrial buildings, housing,














totaled $2,890,434,000 for a





good March value, is an
encouraging sign," the
Dodge ecopomist observed. -
"Nonresidential contract
date are finally showing
that there's more to the
construction business than
the two extremes of one-
family housing and nuclear ..
power plants, although
there's still plenty of
homebuilding and electric




back a bit from March's
pace, the "$5,265,971,000
posted for April was 31 per
cent ahead of the same
month last year.
This Business News feature
will appear each Saturday
in the
Murray ledger and Times.
muSicians and honor them
in much the same way all-





we believe that high school
musicians deserve
recognition just as much as
athletes do. It is because of
































MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Prolesstonol Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller   753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.I.  753-1930
DONALD R. TUCkER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
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Kathy Outland (left) along with doubles partner Candy Jackson await
the start of their match along with Coach Lanette Hunt (center).
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Brent Austiry in semifinals of singles .
Jill Austin In Semifinals Today
—





• filter & Pomp
• Stool beating
• Sea Doti'








for the whole family!
.OPERATORS ON DUTY 24 HIS. — CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK.
PENGUIN POOLS
011 Preston Hwy , Lutusville,,Ky
P.m* haw your ,PprorentoP.• CoP k=rsEced +on n no oblvollari
66,6,1
All Murray High Netters
Advance In Region Play
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The first time Mel Purcell
went to the KentocCy, State
High School Tennis 'Tour-
nament, J.hings were a lot
different than they are today.
Short hair was in style,
gasoline cost 30 cents per
gallon and the women's
movement was an infant.
There was another infant
seven years ago. It was called
. high school tennis. And that
infant has outgrown the hair
length and the inflation of
gasoline to boot.
Perhaps, just maybe, high
school tennis- in Murray
reached its peak Friday af-
ternoon at the Murray State




Tournament w6rks like this:
Each school enters two
people in the Singles and one
doubles team. The winner and
runnerup in the singles goes to
the state tourney while only
the doubles championship
team gets a berth at state. It
works that way both in boys'
and girls' play.
Murray High was involved
in a total of 11 matches Friday
afternoon. In a performance
perhaps never achieved
before in any Regional
Tournament in Kentucky, the
Tigers won all 11 matches.
Of course, when speaking of
tennis in Murray, Mel Purcell
has always been the first
name to come to mind.' He
started it all when he was in
the fifth grade.
Since then, there have been
others come along and the
girls' players at Murray have
discovered the path that
Purcall hoed orr his way to
stardom and international
recognition.
The best-known of those
girls its junior Jill Austin. She
drew S bye in first round play
•littiort --nr-xruarterfinal action
Friday, on an easy 6-1, 6-0
match over Jeannie Fletcher
of Hopkinsville.
Austin, *ho has twice gone
to the state tournament, will
face unseeded Peggy Hicks of
Mcl.ean County in the
quarterfinals today. Austin,
who is seeded second behind
top-seeded laWanna Edwards
of Hopkinsville, could very
well win the singles title.
Also in the singles is fresh-
man Murray Robyn Burke.
sports
higierray Ledger & Times







Lucas of Portland—the two
premier power forwards in the
game, the reigning king
against the brash young





It figured to be the kind of
matchup basketball dreams
are made of. Instead, it has
been the biggest bust of the
playoff finals.
Neither has lived up to his
reputation in the first two
games of the best-of-seven
playoff series, won by
Philadelphia 107-101 and 107-
89. Game Three will be played
here Sunday.
Before the series started,
Philadelphia assistant coach
Jack McMahon savored the
prospect of the McGinnis-
Lucas matchup.
"George has had the name,
the big rep, for the last few
years," said McMahon. Now
you're starting to hear talk
that Lucas is the best power
forward in the game. It's like
when you're the top gun and
then they say you're slowing
down and there's somebody
quicker on the draw. I think
George will really respond to
the challenge."
It hasn't happened.
McGinnis, coming off a groin
injury, is trying to shake
perhaps the deepest slump of
his brilliant pro career. It is a
tribute to his talented
teammates that the Sixers
have been able to win while
getting painfully little
production from McGinnis.
McGinnis, who has totaled
just 20 points and 13 rebounds
for the two games.
McGinnis showed signs of
finally breaking out of his
slump Thursday night, par-
ticularly in one stretch of the
second quarter when the
Sixers ran off three baskets,
McGinnis scoring two of them
and assisting on the third.
Despite 14 points and 10
-r
rebounds. Lucas, who
developed so rapidly during
the regular season to the point
where he can now look
McGinnis eye-to-eye atop the
power forward plateau, is the
type of player who can
dominate a game, scoring 40
points or grabbing 20
rebounds.
But he caught a cold during
the nine-day layoff prior to the
start of the series and it
sapped his strength. His
inability to break loose is a
major reason the Blazers are
two games down and with
their backs to the wall.
"I am one of the leading
scorers and rebounders on this
team," said Lucas. "I have
got to contribute more if we
are going to win."
Just as Lucas has been sub-
par, Portland Coach Jack
Ramsay says Portland's
entire offense has been in the
doldrums.
Some credit, however, must
go to Philadelphia's defensive
play.
And so far, Portland's
perimeter shooting has not
been enough to beat the
Sixers. The Blazers shot a
dismal 35.6 per cent Thursday
night in one of their worst
performances in a long time.
It was such a dismal effort
that Ramsay gathered his
troops following the seven-
hour plane trip from
Philadelphia Friday and ran
them through a practice-
_session.
McBride Signs
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Out-
fielder Bake McBride,
maintaining his left knee is
100 per cent," has signed a
three-year_ contract with the
St. Louis Cardinals for terms
estimated at $566,000.
The 28-year-old McBride,
who missed most of the 1976
season because of injuries,
became the final Cards to
come to terms, although right-
handed pitcher Bob Forsch
has not yet signed.
She won two matches Friday,
defeating Marshall County's
Jill Bennett two and two then
she went on and moved into
semifinal play with a two and
three win over Kelly Jackson
of Henderson.
Burke's opponent is un-
decided. The Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
prevents girls from playing
more than two matches in one
day and the girls in the other
quarterfinal berth had played
two matches Friday. Burke
played her way into the
semifinals in two matches
because she drew a first round
bye.
In the girls' doubles, the
heavily-favored Murray duo
of Kathy Outland and-Candy 
Jackson won a pair of easy
matches.
In the second round, after
drawing a first round bye,
they won two and .1oFe over
Paducah St. Mary theW in the
semifinals, won 6-3, 6-0 over
Henderson County.
Outland, a freshman, and
Jackson, an eighth grader,
will face the Mayfield duo of
Barbara Pryor and Amy Stahr
in the championship match
today. .
Purcell's opponents went
down like the Titantic.
They lasted about as long as
a jar Of peanut butter would
last in Amy Carter's
treehouse.
Purcell drew a first round
bye then smashed Arthur
Anderson of -Hopkinsville 6-0
and 6-1. In the quarterfinals,
Purcell skunked Mark
Sehlapbach of Lone Oak.
Purcell- will meet Tom Scott of
Henderson County today in the
semifinals.
There were really no upsets
in the tourney but if you go by
seedingi, then Tilghman's
David Rudd, who was seeded
third, was upset by Murray's
Brent Austin.
Austin, playing with a pulled
stomach muscle, mopped
Barry Elliot of Mayfield 6-0,
1 in the first round then in the
quarterfinals, blitzed Rudd 6-0
and 6-0.
Austin, playing perhaps the
finest tennis of his career,
plays Greg Hill of Henderson
County in the semifinals
today.
The best match of the day
came in the boys' doubles
where Raymond Sims and
Brad Boone of Murray High
made it a complete Tiger
sweep on the day as they upset
second-seeded Jeff Clark and
David Wilkins of Lone Oak in
the semifinals.
Sims-Boone won three and
re-second-round after -
drawing a first round bye.
They defeated Grant and
Harris of North Hopkins.
Against Wilkins and Clark,
Sims and Boone lost the first
set 3-6 but then roared back to
win the next two sets 6-2 and
take the match.
Besides taking the match,
Sims and Boone also got some
revenge. Just this past
Wednesday, the Tiger duo had
dropped and 8-4 pro set match
to Wilkins and Clark in a
regular seaspn match between
the two high school teams.
Sims and Boone will have
their hands full today as they
must play top-seeded Algood-
Montgomery of Henderson.
All of the action, with the
exception of the championship
match in the girls' singles, will
be completed today.
The championship match in
the girls' singles will be held
at a yet undetermined time
Sunday.
The state tourney will be
held Thursday and Friday in
Louisville and it is possible
that all the Tiger players
entered in the Regional could
wind up in the state tourney.
TABERS
I would like to thank everyone
who voted or supported me in
my candidacy for Magistrate of
District 4, and would like to
congratulate Dan Bazzell the









Your vote and any effort extended in my behalf is
deeply appreciated
Huel C. "Wimpylories









1. Buy the proper siz,e_(Btu/hr.) for the area you want
to cool. One that's too large will chill quickly and shut off,
leaving the humidity too high. One too small_ will not pro-
vide enough cooling.
2. Get one with a high energy efficiency ratio (EER).
EER's range from 5 to 12. The higher the EER, the more
efficient the unit, and the lower the operating costs.
For more information about the cooling appliance,
ask us for a copy of the free folder Guide for Buying a
Room Air Conditioner.
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TOP SEED —Morn'', Nigh senior Mal Purcell is the top seed Is tho boys' singles. Parcel draw
first round bye Friday than beadily Merited two more opposioats to roach the semifinal mad
which is sot for today. Waif Mesa by Mks Omni*
Mariners Take 2-1 Victory
Over Detroit Friday Night
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Pitcher Glenn Abbott is
continuing the Seattle
Mariners mystique, and this
time it was The Bird who was
plucked.
"I was really pumped up,"
Abbott said after combining
with reliever Mike Kekich to
toss a three-hitter arid lead the
Mariners to a 2-1 victory over
Detroit and Mark "The Bird"
Fidrych.
"I knew I was gonna beat
him if we got some runs. I was
that pumped up."
Fidrych, who underwent
knee surgerk in March, made
his season debut Friday night
before a crowd of 44,207.
In Seattle's first season, the
Mariners already have
knocked off Baltimore's Jim
Palmer, New York's Catfish
Hunter and Oakland's Vida
Blue—some of the top pitchers
in the American League.
Abbott limited Detroit to
just three hits before Kekich
came on in the seventh to hurl
the final 22-3 innings. It was
the Tigers' third consecutive
game in which they have
managed only three hits.
In other American AL
games Friday, Cleveland
defeated Oakland 3-1,
California topped Toronto 4-1,
Baltimore blanked Minnesota
6-0, Boston clobbered Kansas
City 10-1, New York outlasted
Chicago 8-6 and Milwaukee
edged Texas 6-5.
Poor fielding plays led to
both Seattle runs. In the fifth
inning, Bob Stinson singled
and Larry Milbourne slam-
med a one-out fly ball which
Detroit center fielder Ron
LeFlore appeared to catch
over his shoulder. But the ball
dropped out of his glove and
Milbourne was awarded a
double. Dave Collins followed
with a sacrifice fly.
WINS TWO MATCHES—Robyn Barks, a Murray Nigh fresh-
man, won two singles matches Friday at the MW Tennis Com-
plex as the Regional Tennis Tournament got underway. Burke
and Jil Austin are the singles entrees for the Tigers and Austin
should reach the semifinals today.
PROFIT
RAISING EARTHWORMS
Can You Answer "YES"
to These Questions''
1 Do you hke raising livestock)
2 Do you want a business of your own)
3 Do you need retirement or extra income)
4 Do you have a back yard or other Land)
PERHAPS YOU CAN BECOME A WORM GROWER,
IF ACCEPTED AS A PRODUCER WE OFFER
• Proiessponal Gu'idance • Marketing tervice
* Exchange Membership • Complete Supplies
ACT TODAY! SEND FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE!
Send wear. &Mams plboae. dont nption of laciitses
NATIONAL
vi,eat GAON* MS I NC.ANGI
eys it- mart • IMMO& manssee viol • (III) 1147127
Inas sarire' 
In the sixth, Dan Meyer hit a
two-out double before second
baseman Tito Fuentes' error
on a ground ball allowed the
winning run to score.
Indians 3, A's 1 •
A four-hitter by Wayne
Garland, 2-5, gave Cleveland
its fifth straight victory. The
righthander retired the first 13
batters before Wayne Gross
singled in the fifth. Oakland
then combined two hits in the
sixth for its lone run.
Cleveland scored in the
second inning on Bruce
Bochte's walk and Rico _
Carty's double. After Buddy
Bell singled, Carty scored on a
double play.
Red Sox 10, Royals 1
Consecutive home runs by
Carlton Fisk and George Scott
powered Boston to its easy
victory over Kansas City. It
was the fifth time this season
that the Red Sox, lead the
American League with 54
homers, have hit two in a row.
Ferguson Jenkins, 5-4, got
the victory, while Kansas
City's Hal McRae spoiled his
shutout bid with a two-out
homer in the eighth.
Yankees 8, White Sox 6
A towering home run Reggie
Jackson and four hits by
Mickey Rivers helped lead
New York over Chicago.
Thurman Munson drove in
three runs with a double,
triple and sacrifice fly for the
Yankees, who had to over-
come an early 5-0 deficit.
A two-run homer by Oscar
Gamble, Jim Essian's two-run
single and a sacrifice fly by
Richie Zisk, who also homered
in the game, knocked out New
York starter Catfish Hunter.
But Jackson's 450-foot homer
started a five-run Yankee
inning.
Angels 4, Blue Jays 1
Gary Ross and Paul Har-
tzell combined for a six-hitter
as California handed Toronto
Its fourth straight loss. The
Angels scored three runs on
only one hit in the seventh as
the Blue Jays committed four
errors in the game.
Appearances Deceiving
At Indianapolis Speedway
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) —
Walk through Gasoline Alley
the day before the annual
Indianapolis £00-mile
automobile extravaganza and
the air feels a little heavier.
The activity at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
appears less frenzied than at
any time during the two
critical weeks leading up to
the world's richest race, but
don't you believe it.
Inside the old side-by-side
wooden garages, the action is
frenetic and the nerves are
frayed.
It's time for the last-minute
engine work that can mean the
difference between the
checkered victory flag and the
adulation of millions of race
fans and a sudden and very
unsettling meeting with a
concrete wall at 200 miles an
hour.
The failure of a two-bit part
has cost at least one driver—
Joe Leonard—a triumph that
might have made him wealthy
and famous—not a guaranteed
payoff, but one that has been
enjoyed by more than one
Indy victor.
When the 33 glamorous and
glistening championship cars
take the parade lap before
Sunday's 61st running of the
Memorial Day Classic, it will
be a tossup who will feel the
trepidation more, the driver
taking life in hand in the form
of a steering wheel or the
mechanic who has put the
powerful machines together
over and °lief while seeking
perfection.
A • crowd conservatively
estinated at 350,000 will be on
hand for the- colorful spec-
tacular.
The 2.5-mile oval track
surrounds a sprawling infield
area where -1 the race-day
inhabitants, who cough up $7
for a general admission tickete
generally are more interested
in eating chicken, drinking
beer, sleeping in the sun and
watching scantily clad
members of the opposite sex
wander aimlessly throughout
the long race day.
Most of the spectators
arrive early, spending as
much as several hours
fighting the traffic to get in
only to'find the same jam-up
awaiting their tired and often
overheated departure some
time in the late afternoon.
Most Ind veterans say to
scoffers, -Everybody should
see this race once."
But, strangely, many who
come to this celebration of
speed and danger find they





CAMP HILL, Pa. ( AP) —
Mary Bea Porter never had
shot better than a 68 before
she carded a seven-under-par
63 to take the opening-round
lead in the $50,000 Lady
Keystone Open at Armitage
Golf Club. '
Miss Porter, of Phoenix, had
four straight birdies on the
front nine and three more on
the back nine Friday to Nie a
one-stroke lead over Carol l Jo
Skala of Shingle Springs,
Calif.
She dropped consecutive
short -birdie putts-on the par 5
fifth and sixth holes. Between
the sixth and seventh, it hit
her.
But Miss Porter, whose best
previous finish this year was a
tie for 18th in the Orange
Blossom Classic, proceeded to
knock in a 40-foot chip shot on
the par 4 seventh and followed
that by holing a 50-foot chip on
the eighth.
Darnell, McMillen Hurl
Gems In Little League
The pitchers; were again the main attraction in Little
League action in Murray Friday night.
In the first contest, Craig Darnell handcuffed the Astros on
three hits as the Pirates coasted to a 15-2 victory. In the night-
cap, David McMillen also fired a three-hitter as the Reds
blanked the Cubs 8-0.
Darnell fanned 12 batters and walked just one. His team-
mates backed him with a nine-hit offensive attack. The game
was called after five innings of play.
The Pirates scored four times in the first with Darnell
aiding his own cause with a two-run double while Brad Lyons
singled in a run.
Leading 6-2 in the third, the Pirates iced it with a six-run
outbreak.
There were pp homers in the game.
Darnell had two hits and four runs batted in for the Pirates
while Eddie Burgess and Steve McDougal both had two hits
and three RBI's. Brad Lyons, Rodney Key and Charles Cella
each added one hit.
For the Astros, now 0-2 on the season, Jon Billington, David
Denton and Tommy Wagner had a hit apiece. With the win,
the Pirates improved their mark to 1-1.
McMillen was untouchable for the Reds in the second
game. He fanned 12 men and did not walk a single hitter.
A two-run double in the first by Todd Harrison staked Mc-
Millen and the Reds to an early lead. The only homer in the
game was a solo shot to dead center in the third by Jeff Hum-
phreys.
For the Reds, Humphreys had two hits and a pair of runs
bitted in while David McMillen added two hits.
Jeff Downey, Todd Harrison and Cary Miller each added a
hit. Miller and Harrison both knocked in a pair of runs.
The Reds improve to 2-0 on the season while the Cubs are
howl-i.
No games will be played Saturday. Two games are on tap
for Memorial Day.
Mary Bain To Defend Crown In
Hart Golf Tourney Wednesday
Sikeston's Mary Bain will be
on hand Wednesday, June 1, to
defend her championship
when the 10th annual George
Hart Invitational gets under
way at the Murray Country
Club.
Mrs. Bain was seriously
injured in an automobile
accident last year shortly
after winning the Hart, and
was forced to miss most of the
season's play. She is reported
fully recovered now and back
on her game, ready to face the
field.
The one-day, 18-hole, medal
play tournament will be
shotgun started, beginning at
9 a. m. Seventy-nine lady
golfers are scheduled to play.
The top winners in each of
five flights will receive prizes
valued at several hundreds of
dollars. Players have been
preflighted by handicaps.
The winner of the cham-
pionship flight also will
receive the coveted traveling
trophy presented by the Bank
of Murray in memory of the
late George Hart, a former
president of the bank, civic
leader and mayor of Murray.
Another special trophy to be
awarded will be the Dorothy
Holland Team Trophy, an
award donated by Al Lindsey,
Murray jeweler, in memory of
his aunt, an active member of
the club until her death in 1970.
The trophy is presented to
the four players from any one
club whose aggregate score is
the lowest of any similar
group playing. Last year,-the
team from the host club —
Beverly Parker, Carol Hib-
bard, Betty Lowry and Phyllis
Kain — won it by a single
stroke over the Rolling Hills
team from Paducah.
The ladies and the tees from which
they will dart Wednesday are
?lo. 1 — Mary Bain, Harriett Drusch.
Nancy Howell and Betty Lowry. . •
No. 1 — Violet Quentin, Dori:949..
Jerlene Sullivan and Mary Jo Purdom
No 3—Carol Hibbard, Venela Sexton
and Mary Jane Alford.
No 3 — Nancy Neckel. Dean Conyer:
Virginia Davis and Wanda Mullinax
No 4 — Dot Dreher, Dot Arnold,
Virginia Clement and Betty Stewart
No 5 — Sue Brown, Tenna King, Fran-
ces Allbright and Dot Reich,
_ No 5 — Gladys Reese. Euvie
Betty Shepard and Margaret Shuffett
No. 6 — Carolyn Caldwell, Tons Hop-
son. Virginia Everette and Urbena
Karim.
No $ — Edna Low, Dorothy Ramage,
MareBe Walker and Beatrice Tapp.
No 9 — Mary Bogard, Inus Orr and
Elbe Von
No S — Betty Lewis, Cathryn Garrott,
Mable Rogers and Edith Garrison
No 10— Mary Alice Smith, Elizabeth
Slushrneyer, Fairs Alexander and Fran-
ces Scott.
No 11 — Dee Albright, Gale Led-
better, Angle Nanning and Mary
BrookaMre.
No 12— Neil Taekett, Pauline Green.
Grace James and Dianne Villanova.
No i3 — Eredwe Robinson, Mary
Ayers, Faille Caldwell and Nancy Fan-
drick.
No 13 — Louie lamb, Flo Towne,
Jane Woodard and Grace Arnold. .
No 14 -- PaUy Seale, Jane Done,
Karen Herm', and Rowena Cullom.
No 14 — Sandy Coleman, Anna Mary
Adams, Dolsy Ham and Ramona Mut.
No 13— Carolyn Gentry, Mary E
Brown. Judy McDaniel' and Dorie Bar-
ber,
No is— Timm. Erhard and Lorraine
Maggard.
No 15— berths Bensiey, Ann Finch
and CrI9M9 AlhbV
sports]





Tommy Hutton can't ex-
plain it, he can only enjoy it.
Tom Seaver can't explain it,
either—but he obviously can't
enjoy it.
"It" is Hutton's uncanny
hitting hex against Seaver.
"Gee, if I could hit other
guys like that I wouldn't be
figuring out what to do during
the All-Star break," said the
Philadelphia Phillies'
utilityman after belting
around the New York Met ace
again Friday night.
Hutton, a .249 lifetime hitter
who is batting just .177 so far
this season, slugged a home
run and single off Seaver for
three of his four game RBI to
lead the Phillies to a 5-4
triumph.
The performance itnproved
his lifetime mark against one
of baseball's best pitchers to
.432-16 hits in 37 at-bats.
Hutton has hit three home
runs and beasts 14 RBI
against Seaver in his limited
appearances.
The Hutton Hex makes the
part-time first baseman-. _
outfielder a tulltime starter
whenever Seaver pitches
against the Phillies.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles
Dodgers routed the Cincinnati
Reds 10-3; the Houston Astros
nipped the San Diego Padres
4-3; the St... Louis Cardinals
defeated the Montreal Expos
7-3; the Chicago Cubs trim-
med the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-2
and the San Francisco Giants
edged the Atlanta Braves 4-3
in 10 innings.
The Phillies scored the
winning run in the eighth.
Mike Schmidt doubled and
pinch-runner Terry Harmon
took third on an infield out and
scored on Hutton's sacrifice
fly off reliever Skip Lockwood.
The Mets had battled from a
4-1 deficit to tie the game in
the seventh with three doubles
and a pinch home run by Ed
Kranepool.
Dodgers 10, Reds 3
Steve Garvey and Dusty
Baker blasted home runs as
Los Angeles defeated Cin-
cinnati. With the help of the
two homers in the third inning,
the Dodgers jumped to a 5-0
lead against loser Pat Zachry.
The Reds came back with a
run in the fourth on George 
Foster's seventh homer and
two unearned runs in the fifth,
but the Dodgers added five
more runs in the eighth to put
the game out of reach.
Tommy John, defeating the
Reds for the sixth time in
seven career decisions, posted
his fifth victory of the season
1 but needed relief help from
Charlie Hough, who worked
the final two innings and
gamed his 13th save.
Leads Phillies To
n Over New York
Giants 4, Braves 3
Tim Foli blooped a two-out,
run-scoring single in the 10th
inning to lift San Francisco
over Atlanta. Foli, who earlier
cracked a two-run triple,
scored Larry Herndon from
second base as the surging
Giants won i their fifth straight
game.
Herndon was hit by a Buzz
Capra pitch with two down in
the bottom of the 10th and
stole second. After Gary
Thomasson was walked in-
tentionally. Foli delivered his
game-winning blow off Capra.
Charlie Williams was the
winner.
Astros 4, Padres 3
Joe Ferguson's two-out
double in the seventh inning
scored Jose Cruz from second
to snap a 3-3 tie and . give
Houston its victory over San
Diego. Ferguson's decisive
hit, a liner down the left field
line, came off Padres relief
ace Rollie Fingers, who had
just relieved starter Rick
Sawyer.
After retiring the first to
batters in the seventh, Sawyer
gave'up a double to Cruz to
start the rally. He then
intentionally walked Cliff
Johnson before Fingers came
in.
Cardinals 7, Expos 3
Ken Reitz hit the first grand
slam homer of his major
league career to cap a six-run
rally in the fourth inning and
send St. Louis over Montreal.
Reitz' blast, his fourth homer
of the year, came of loser
Santo Alcala, who was making
his first start for the Expos
Clark Signs
HAMILTON, Ont. (AP) —
Ken Clark, last season's
leading punter in the Eastern
Conference, has signed a new
contract with Hamilton Tiger-




handled the Tiger-Cats' extra-
point kicking as well as field
goals. His longest punt last
season was 94 yards.
The Tiger-Cats also
announced the signing of
slotback Paul Whaley and
tight end Walter Bauer.
since being acquired from the
cincinnati Reds last week.
Cubs 4, Pirates 2
Home runs by Manny Trillo
and Bobby Murcer backed the
sharp pitching of Bill Bonham
and powered Chicago over
Pittsburgh. The triumph was
the 19th in 24 games for the hot
Cubs, who moved within one-
half game of the first place
Pirates in the National League
East.
Trillo's homer, his fourth,
capped a two-run fourth in-
ning. Mercer hit his seventh of
the season in the sixth to break
a 2-2 tie and hand John Can-
delaria his first loss of the
year after six victories.
Bonham allowed but five
hits in eight innings before
giving way to reliever Bruce




The 10-week summer junior
golf program at the Murray
Country Club will open
Thursday, June 2, according
to Al Jones, who will be
working with the youthful
golferethis year.
Play will start each Thur-
sday for the next 10 weeks at 9
a. m. with divisions for both
boys and girls between the
ages of 10 and 11, 12 and 13 and
16 and up. Assisting with the
program will be Mrs. Jerry
Jones.
Abbreviated rounds also
will be provided for
youngsters from 5 to 10 years
of age. 'those between the
ages of 5 and 7 will play three
holes, those 8 to 9 will play six
holes and those 10 on up will
play the full nine holes of each
day's play.
On August 4 the youngsters'
annual club toutnament will
be played, ending the season.
All youngsters from family
members of the club are in-
vited to participate.
This weekend, also, the
club's swimming pool will be
opened for the season. This
year's lifeguards are Jody
Prichard and Kathy Flynn.
To The Voters
' of the City of Murray
Thank you for your con-
fidence and support in the
May 24th Primary Election.
Dave Willis
Paid for by !Use Willis
Cut down on the use of
heat generating appli-
ances and lighting,
and for every $2 you
save, you'll gain an-
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]L-if Outdoof Lofe Sikh & Odom EIl Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others who enjoy the out It doorsSprig aid Sumer
Four Whoa*
By Homp Brooks
We promised to take a look
at the thing that can make
four wheeling an expensive
proposition and here goes. In a
word the thing that costs so
much money as any f our-
wheeler will usually tell you
when he wants to level and his
wife isn't listening is ac-
cessories. And when we say
accessories we are not talking
about the fuzzy haired
"dooey" you put around the
rear view mirror for a buck
ninety-nine.
There is no such thing as a
typical four wheeler I learned
a long time ago but let's
assume one has gone and
purchased a relatively nice
late model four wheel drive
truck used for the sum of
slightly over three thousand
dollars. Or maybe four
thousand. for this we get four
wheel drive, probably an
automatic transmission, an
AM radio, power steering,
power brakes, and possibly air
conditioning.
What more could one want,
you ask?
The typical four wheeler
will hasten off with the air of
 1 one caught doing something
not to be broadcast and
whoopee, after departing with
the budgeted next five months
grocery money, he will return
smiling with a set of big WIDE
WHEELS and upon them will
be four huge formidable
looking BIG TIRES. Call it
five bills. He'll completely
floor you with the obvious
reasons for such a purchase,
long life, greater go power,
Fishing is on the upswing. Fred Kemp, from Murray,
holds a couple of nice five pound bass caught out of the
Blood River area last Saturday. Fred was fishing with a
Billy Phillips Buzz Jewell, a top-water bait.




Murray Home & Auto
•
The illy' tor the •
Outdoor Sportsman ( ••
\
Murray's Bear* ••
Qualified Bear Archery Service






Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8 Fishing licenses
Tennis Department
Uncle Jeff's




.1 Ouns & Ammo
more ground clearance, better
looks, etc. And he did get a
trade-in credit of maybe a
hundred or so for the Schwinn
bicycle type that came with
the rig. Inevitably he will
mention that thest tires are
such that a winch is not
necessary thereby saving a
vast amount of money.
Fact: With the original
equipment tires you get stuck
where dual wheel farm tractor
has a fighting chance of
pulling you out; with the big
babies on the ground you still
get stuck, only now it's where
nothing short of a
"hewmongus" helicopter or
another rig with big tires and
winch can get you out.
Over the next months the
following items will be noted
as they appear on the rig. A
CB radio and antenna. Call it
one bill. A roll bar and driving
lights that throw a beam for
nearly a 'mile. Another bill. A
tool box. A HI-lift jack. Skid
plates. Brush guard. Tow
hooks. Fancy paint job.
Headers and dual -pipes with
low restriction mufflers to up
the gas mileage. A task
roughly comparable to_payiog 
off the national debt. A four
barrel rarburetor and high
rise intake manifold. Bucket
seats and wall to roof carpet.
Fender extenders to stop some
of the mud the big tires throw
up. Possibly a gear change in
the front end and back end.
Another big ticket item -
probably four bills. And then a




See Us For .




S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. 5* Murray, Ky. 753-1640
Five Points
AMOCO
Your full service s fotton





At this point one begins to
get a little frustrated trying to
find something else to add in
the way of improvements. We
have reached a point where
the accessories are virtually
equal to the original cost of the
truck.
We still haven't mentioned
rear mounted swingout tire
and gas can carrier, auxiliary
fuel tank, tachometer, tape
player and AM-FM stereo
setup, loudspeaker,
fiberglass topper and living
room interior, transmission
cooler, transmission shift kit,
high performance igmtion, hot
cam, Detroit locker type
differentials front and rear,
suspension modifications and
lift kits, air shocks front and
rear, steering stabilizer,
sliding rear window, sunroof,
etc.
Is it worth it?
I seem Ikt vaguely recall
asking myself that question
one day while mired down far
out in the boondocks and a
battered, bent, dilapidated old
War—Two jeep without one
single item of the afore
mentioned accessories, just
kind of_up_and_bac,kfired once
or twice, as it chug a lugged
along right on by down the
trail.
Accessories are nice. As to
%ether they are really
necessary? It depends. Two
items wIfich are a must in our
personal opinion should be
mentioned. Number one is a
good strong roll bar - not a
snazzy looking light rack





For the second year run-
ning, the Murray Bass Club is
hosting an open bass tourney
out of Kenlake Marina on
Kentucky Lake. Dubbed the
Kentucky Lake Open, the
contest will be held June 4 and
5.
Hal Barrow, President of
the Murray group, stated that
more than 200 anglers are
expected to participate.
"Entry fee is $50, and we're
guaranteeing an 80 per cent
payback," Barrow said.
"There will be no 'off-limits'
period for fishermen on the
lake," he added.
The bass tournament is co-
endorsed by Chambers of
Cornrnerces of Murray and
Marshall County.
Openings are still available.
Entry blanks or information
may be obtained by calling
(502) 753-9491 or by writing
Murray Bass Club, P.O. Box
245, Murray, KY 42071.
Last weekend marked the
Third Annual Steve Un-
derwood Memorial Children's
Day Bass Tournament
sponsored by the Murray Bass
Club. The tournament is an -
annual event aimed at getting
kids iny,olved in fishing and
establishing auld adult and
child relationships. A picnic
lunch followed the four hour
tourney last Sunday which
was held out of Louie
Williams' Cypress Springs
Resort. The top five children
winners were Trevor Hem -
don, First; Susan Crass,
Second; Fred Kemp, Third;
Clay Perkins, Fourth; and
Heath Ryan, Fifth.
Others who participated in
the tournament included
Monty Morton, Chris Jenkins,
Cathy Jenkins, Gidget
Vaughn, Chad Jenkins, Denise
Lewis, Ricky Barrow, Jimmy.
Barrow, Laura McConnell,
bar should be strong enough to
o support the entire weight of
the vehicle if it does get upside
down. They make lots of four
wheel drives but only one you.
Number two is an inexpensive
CB radio. If you should happen
to get into trouble within a
hundred miles of Murray you
just about can rest assured of
being able to contact someone.
Unless you're trying out the
roll her. Most antennas don't
get out well if aimed at the
ground. From this point on as
far as we're concerned you
pay your money and you take
your choice. ,
If you do happen to be
shopping for a used rig it
might be well to keep ac-
cessories in mind however. If
you plan on having them
eventually you can save lots of
green stamps buying them on
a used rig.
The business of adding
accessories to four wheel
drives is not something new at















Speciakzing in servicing tires S. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires





huy the famous Rush N kohl, &sot rod receive your FRU citi.c. ot $3.15
retail Fish filhet knive, S Fair el socks or 55.95 cosh!
Olympic Plaza
acquired my first one I
remember the chrome
gearshift ball, the junk car
radio I managed to install in
the dash after nine hours of
hacksawing and filing, and the
carpet which an aunt
discarded, followed by some
junk Ford rims which fit the
jeep after torching out the
centers a bit, and then adding
some tires traded in off Max
Churchill's ambulance. Total
cost of accessories ran just
over twenty five dollars. And
then came the advertisement
"PUT A V8 IN YOUR JEEP."
I had to give up chewing
bubble gum and swapping
baseball cards after that.
The thing one needs to
remember is that four wheel
drives are not just another rig
to most folks but they have a
knack of becoming something
just a little bit special. Maybe





Ricky Spann, Mike Bucy, John
Morris, Chuck Baker,
Elizabeth Marquardt, Robert
Marquardt, Eric Grogan, Edd
Hendon, Doug Hendon and
Anthony Atkins.
A variety of leisurely-type
events at Land Between The
Lakes that may interest some
are scheduled this weekend.
At 1:30 this afternoon (May
28) Nature's Pantry will in-
clude an interesting discovery
of the natural foods that can
be found in this area's
woodlands and fields. Then
later this afternoon at 3:30 p.
m. you are invited to a Stream
Stroll which will give you a
look at stream. ecology. The
Stream Stroll group will meet
at the Jenny Ridge picnic
area. Take a pair of tennis
shoes or boots. One event you
probably won't want miss is
the Night Visual which will
begin at 8 p. m. tonight at
Center Station. This is an
organized Pt hour drive
searching for elusive wildlife
species. Previous visuals have
included sightings of many
deer, skunks, coons, owls,
foxes, mink, etc.
Unlike the red fox, the gray
fox is a tree climber and does
not necessarily climb sloping
trees only. They have been
known to climb vertical trees
with as much ease and have
even been known to den in an
abandoned coon den 12 feet off
the ground.
The cooperative mourning
dove call count by the
department and the .1.1 S. Fish
and Wildlife Service is slated
for May 20-31. Thirteen
departmental biologists, COs,
and wildlife management
aides will be involved in the
count. Specific routes are
followed with occasional
pauses to count calling doves.
This count forms one basis for
dove population estimates and







2 M6s Ent Rey 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
Storey's
FoodOlant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.







Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
•-•
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SAUCER Carlo Sandlin of Lexington, Ky. holds a
couple of 3 pound sauger caught last weekend down at
Pine Bluff. fishing with Carlo were Mason Thomas of
Murray, Ky. and John Hiler from Sheraton, Wyoming.
The trio boated a total of 23 sauger.
Photo Courtesy Murray Bait Co.
Donnie and Buddy Boyd part of a basket of 94 slab
crappies they caught last weekend at Barkley Lake. The
duo gave a repeated performance the next day by
bringing in 110 crappies from the same lake.
Photo courtesy Murray Bait Co.
A trip to Devil's Elbow on Barkley resulted in a 15
pound stringer of bass for Don Curd from Murray. Don
topped off his stringer of five bass with a 7 pounder.
Photo Courtesy of Murray Bait Co.
any Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE . GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 rrodes Turn r,ght on 280
IFollow 280 for 7 rn,les past Bonner s Grocery Toke





Hickman, Ky. residents Doc Winston (left) and John
Staton show a yard full of crappie they caught recently
out of the Donelson Creek The pair boated a total of 63
before calling it a day.
Photo Courtesy Murray Bait Co.
A big smile for a big bass. Terry Yarbrough, of Route 5,
Murray, used a 6" purple worm to boat this 7 pound 4
ounce largemouth. Terry was fishing at Pine Bluff on
Kentucky Lake this week when he caught the fish.
Association, from Lufkin
Texas, held another three day
tourney out of Kenlake
Marina. If you didn't go down
to the weigh-ins, to meet any
of these fine fishermen, you
missed something.
Many of these guys are field
..1
testers Or tackle . represen- for them A really nice group
tatives who travel all over the of people. they spend a lot of
country, fishing the Pro cir- mone in this area while they
cults all_year_ They .usually—are here, and are so nice to.
give away lures of all kinds have around that they are
and will take time to
demonstrate the proper






50 Bird Race Starting
at 8 P.M.
Shells and Drinks Will Be Sold
Salad Co. Refuge Deer Muni
Applicslions To lie Accepted
Frankfort, Ky., May 25 —
Hunters will have a. 14-day
period in which to apply for
deer hunting at the Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area in Western Kentucky,
according to regulations
proposed by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
All hunters wishing to hunt
deer on the Ballard area must
submit a letter of application
between July 1 and July 14,
1977. A random drawing will
be used to select the 120
hunters for each of the six two-
day hunts.
Three bow hunts are
scheduled for the area: Oct.
16-17, Oct. 23-24 and Oct. 30-31.
In addition, three gun hunts
are scheduled for Oct. 21-22,
Oct. 28-29 and Nov. 5-6.
Wildlife biologists feel these
hunts are necessary to reduce
the size of the deer population
on the area, thus lessening the
chances of disease and
overbrowsing.
Only one application per
individual will be permitted.
Multiple applications Will
result in disqualification of the
applicant.
All hunters wishing to apply
should follow the steps below
carefully, says Game
Management Director Joe
Bruna. Failure to do so could
lead to delays or
disqualification, he warns.
Each letter of application
must contain the following:
the name of each applicant
limit two names per ap-
plication ) ; address, age,
telephone number, hunting
license number, prefered
method of hunting (gun or
bowl and first, second and
third choices of hunting dates.
A stamped, self-addressed
envelope must accompany
each application. All ap-
plicants will be notified
whether or not they were
successful in the drawing.
Those who are chosen to hunt
will have 14 days from the
time they are notified to
return a $10 fee (cashier's
check or money order payable




Management Area, Rt."No. 1,
LaCenter, Ky. 42056. Each
envelope should have either
"gun" or "archery" written in
the lower left corner.
always welcome.
Several of the:Murray 'Bass
Jackie Vaughn. with 8 lb. 4
or 3rd Jerry 314pin, with 7
lb, 12 or.; 4th Gary
Marquardt, with 7 lb. 12 oz.;
5th Danny Roberts with 7 lb. 7
oz.; 6th I.yle Underwood with
7 lb. 6 oz.; and the Big Bass
award went to A.B. Crass, who
brought in a 4 lb. 6 oz. lunker.
The semi-annual Boy Scout
Bass Tournament was held
recently at Kenlake Marina.
An even 200 bass chasers
fished Saturday and Sunday,
and they made a pretty good
showing, considering the lake
level was dropping. Bassin'
men came from all over the
country to fish this event,
which is getting bigger every
year, by the way, but Dr. Gary
Marquardt of Murray placed
first. Congratulations, Doc!
The American Angler
Conditions are still a little
shaky on the waterfront, but
they are improving. Three
week-ends ago, several
members of the Murray Bass
Club participated in a club
tournament at Kenlake
Marina. A goodly number of
bass were taken on worms and
spinnerbaitS by fishing the
shallow button brush along the
sides and in the very back of
most coves. Several of the fish
that I brought in came from
underneath the floating drift
or trash on the sides of the
coves. Most of these bass that
were caught by the fishermen
were smaller males which had
moved in just prior to
Spawning.
Winners in this club tour-
nament were: first, Jerry
McConnell, with 9 lb. 2 of.; 2nd
Veteran crappie fisherman Sam Rogers holds one of
the several slab crappies he caught recently out of
Barkley Lake. Sam hauled in a basketload of 42.
ow Photo courtesy Murray Ban Co
Club Members helped with the
weigh-ins at the Scout tour-
nament and the American
Anglers. We also had a lot of
help from Bill McLemore,
Jerry Alexander, Mike
Pember and John Yong,
representing the Department
of Fish and Wildlife.
I don't have an exact total at
this time, but so far last week,
we have tagged and released
500 live and health bass, to be
caught again by some lucky
fisherman. If you happen to be
the one to catch a tagged bass,
please turn in the date you
caught it and the tal number
to the Murray Bass Clubor at
_Kenlake, Marina, so that the
data can be used in our study.
The best catches of crappie
are being taken in 12 to 16 feet
of water along the creek
channels and drop-offs. You
can probably catch some in
shallow brush if the water
level ever stabilizes. Cast
lead-head jigs along the rocky
banks and bars to see if you
can find a school "holding."
The bluegill are against the
rocky banks and are hitting
just about anything you can
throw at them. Popping bugs
and crickets should produce a
good stringer or basket of
these fine panfish. I have
noticed many fishermen
carrying ultra-light rods along
just in case the other fish are
not hitting.
Water temperature in both
lakes is now in the mid-
seventies and looking good.
The water is clear to dingy all





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 22.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking







A.M. to II P.N.
Mon. Hirt Sat.
12 Noon to 5 P.M.
Sunday
JESUS STATES in
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further information











You can, too. Learn
how to become an
Avon Representative
even if you've never




















$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the: price of pre-cut










5 Lost And Found
LOST 18 month old Sorrell
colt about 12 miles East
of Murray on Highway
94 in vicinity of Browns
Grocery. Colt has 3
white socks, blaze on
forehead, and about 5
feet tall. Recently,gllted
and needs medical at-
tention. Had rope halter
on when last seen. Call
436-2591.
LOST GREY male cat,













person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-





















person Ky. Lake Oil




desired. Come to Drake











— One of the newest,
hottest items on the
market, - MAPAKAM
MARQUEES. Sell on
sight to businesses. Ve'rY
high earnings. Work
your area, your hours.
MAPAKAM, Inc., 2001
E. Dale, Springfield, MO
65803.
WANTED TWO people to
draw tobacco plants and
ride tobacco setter. Call
after 6:30 p. m. or before
7 a. m. 753-0672.
NUTRITION SITE





205 South 7th Street by











time nights. Apply in
person between the









Consignments are being accepted mew through
Juno 16, 1977 for lie bumf Parches' Area Con-
tractors Ischia. (Farm Eguipmeat will be offered
at later date.) Auntie* will be bold on June 211,
1177 at 1N11 a.m. at the Ilurray-Call•way Comity
Fairgremids, Nighway 121, Murray, Kentucky.
Serious inquiries oily may be made to Jake
Brown and Associates, Norte 1 Ses 1111, Paducah,
Koatecky 429111. CaN Jake Brown at 502-442-
9112 and 542-442-61116 or Cart Noward at 602-
153-13119 and 562-753-9916.
Notice
The City of Murray Landfill is operated
from revenue derived from a monthly charge on
residents within the corporate city limits. A
Motor Vehicle License (City Sticker) shows
proof of residence and gives Murray residants-
the privilege of using the Landfill at no charge.-
Non-residents, who work in the city under the ter-
ms of the Motor Vehicle Ordinance are also
required to purchase City Stickers; however,-
mon-resitiotts contribute nothing to the operation
of the Landfill and possession of a riou-rasiatiat-
City Sticker does not permit their using the Lan-
dfill free of charge.
In short, all City of Murray resi4144t4 wIth a
City Sticker can use the Landfill at no charge.
Conti.actors and conunercial haulers will be
charged according to the load.
LANIMIU NOUNS:
1114 - 9:00 • 4:00
Sat. • 5:00 - 12:00
Deadline for purchasing City Stickers is May 31.
lanmama. 
14,•••• 111161.• ilt• • ,
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6 Help Wanted
WANTED CUSTODIAN
for all types of work at
Taylor Motors. Apply in
person to Bob Bazzell.
303 South 4th, Murray




needs 3 additional sales
rep Ives fop this P'
area. Limited travel.
Guaranteed income up to
51,000 • month to shirt for
right person. Requirements:
Age 21 or over, Aggressive,
Ambitious, Good health,
Nigh school graduate or bet-
ter. Sales experience not
required. Must be bondable
and have auto. Two week
expense paid training. No
seniority. Unlimited ad-
vancement opportunities.
Coll Lanny Parrott Tuesday
and Wednesday, 9 a. in. -6
p. in. 1-443-7521.
9. Situations Wanted
WILL DO housework and









Male or Female, join a
growing concern as a
professional Photographer.
Travel the US and got paid top
dollar plus travel, allowances.
No experience savoury.
Paid training to qualified ap-
plicants. Don't miss this op-
portunity ta become a




sportation and a reel drive to
get aimed. No Investmeat.
Sod a letter of interest end
particalers to: EASTERN
PtIOTOGRAPNIC LAUATORIE.
S INC. 176 Watertown Rood,
Tlionoton Conn. Attn: Direc-
tor of personnel. Plaine in-
clude complete telephone
mambo. Interviews will be
held in Nashville, Tenn, in the












14 Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
FEATHERBEDS
PAVING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
WANT TO buy some dark
fired tpbacco plants.




chairs. Also good couch.
Call 753-4947 before 9 p.
m.
GOOD USED man's
bicycle. Call after 5, 753-
6211.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
9232.
15 Articles For Sale
AIR CONDITIONER
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position ther-
mostat and variable













sizes, all densities.. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
USED AIR conditioner.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.
AMF Riding Lik,vn
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.
FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.




mowers: $25 and -up. K




If vou plan on doing an' of these and
a bathroom is involved, you need to




-Quality That Will Please-
753-5719
15 Articles For Sale
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other







air conditioner, $65. Call
762-4258 or 753-0268.
FOR SALE - Shingles
$13.50 sq. Roll roofing
$6.50 ea., 15 lb. felt $5.00.
4 x 8 Particle board - 1,4"
at $1.40, 18" at $2.00, jA2"
at $2.50, 514" at $2.85.
Plywood 3,4" at $9.00. 2 x
4's at $.80 ea. Paneling 4
x 8 sheets over 80
selections starting at
$2.75 ea. Wood Spindles
at $.05 per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
'2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and Wall board. Tomato
stakes at $.06 per ft. New
shipment of safes from
$25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at $.15
lb. Closet cedar 4 x 8
sheets $3.75 to $6.00.
Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse. Inc., P. 0. Box 88,
Martin, Tn. 38237,
Phone: 901-587-2420,





with ball and claw feet.
Oak washstand. Call 753-
0537 after 5 p. m.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
Where Mother Nature
Has Her Way
This five bedroom wood and stone home blends
in with pleasant setting. Lovely flowers and
trees, berries and fruit trees on five acres. Large
rustic family room with stone fireplace. Enjoy
the peace and quite of the country yet only




- [vela lobs 1534019
, Helen Spann 753-8579
24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
- Will sell for $75.00.
Call 7536103.
EXCELLENT 23" color
T. V., $125. Harvest gold
stainless steel top built-
in type range and oven
with matching hood,
$100. 36" cut 8 h. p.
riding mower with
electric start and lights,
like new, $400. Canister
vacuum cleaner, $10.
Matched pair of 26", 3
speed bikes, like new,
with child's seat on one,




Women's large wet suit,
$40. Craig 8 track stereo
recorder, 3 months old,
$100. Call 436-5412.
CIDER MIIJ., bedroom
suite, stereo, set of end
tables. 1966 Ford. Call
474-2342.
GRASS HOG cuts grass







CEDAR, PINE and oak
bedroom furniture, big
selection of dining room




Roll top desk, pine, oak
and maple book shelves
and tables, cedar chest,




pliance, 105 N. 3rd, 753-
1502.
MUST SELL. Washer and
dryer. Call 753-1565.
CHERRY DROP leaf










$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and










load of truck tool boxes.
Deluxe box, $89.95.
Standard, $79.95. See
them before you buy.
Vinson Tractor Com-
pany, 753-4892.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




18' MARLAN speed boat,
(Blue metal flake) 135 h.
p. motor and trailer.
Call 753-6571 after 4:30.
1976 18' SOMERSET




15' GLASPAR with 65 h.
p. Mercury motor and
extras. Call 753-2590.
1973 ELDOCRAFT bass
boat, 15' 60 horse
Johnson- motor. Foot
control trolling motor.
Live well. $1700. Call
753-9488 or 753-3144.
J. N. SCOTT 12 gauge
double barrel with
hammers. Call 753-3229
after 5 p. m.
151/2 FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor,
depth finder, tape deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
14' LONESTAR
runabout. Late model
Johnson 60 h. p. Trolling
motor, depth finder, 150
amp battery. Water
skis, tow rope, complete
outfit. Call 753-7432 after
5 p. m.
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
.jet boats. Call 52'7-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
- Will sell for $75.00.
Call 753-6103.
TWO 10 SPEED Western
Auto bicycles. Call 753-
3489.
HOUSEBOAT 32 Foot
River Queen, 75 Mer-
cury 50 h.p. outboard,
used 2 months, sleeps 6.
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Must sell. Kenlake





















with glass doors and














made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









new. For balance due or





Imput Impedence 8 oh-
- ms, Max. imput power,
35 watts. Call 753-6805.
ENJOY THIS
BEAUTIFUL stereo.
console in your home for
only $10.00 a month. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
bedroom air con-
ditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
1975 MOBILE HOME. 12
x 70. Three bedroom,
bath and half, fully
carpeted, unfurnished.
Buy or take over
payments. Call 753-6422.
MOBILE HOME 12 x 65,
one year old, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,






Style-Mar, 12 x 60. All
electric, two bedrooms,
living rum, kitchen,
bath. All large rooms.
Carpet throughout




19'72 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 65. Real good con-
dition. Call 437-4832 after
4 p. rn."
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. Call 753-
4726 after 4 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31. Want To Rent
TWO TO THREE
bedroom older house
within 10 miles, of
Murray in the country.
Will be kept in excellent
condition.' Can supply
references. Call 753-4557
after 5 p. rn.
WANTED TO RENT -
needed, immediately, 3
or 4 bedrodm house,
near Murray (within 10




FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home in






husband and wife, both
graduate students.
Under $185 per month.
Call collect 1-314-287-
6893 after 5 p. m.





32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX APARTMENT
2'2 miles east of Murray











bath and garage. $150











1602 Olive Street. Close
to campus. Furnished.




paid. Available June 1.



















34 Houses For Rent
UNFURNISHED-; 2
bedroom house. Located





now. $175. No pets. Call
753-3942.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - • four














AKC POODLE pup. $25
each. Call 436-2745.
THREE YEAR old male
Pomeranean. AKC
registered. Good family
pet. Owner must sell.
Must go to good home.




red and one black and
tan. $50 each. Call 753-
3384 after 6:30 p. m.
WANTED- STUD service
for silver toy poodle.
Call 474-8856.
LABRADOR PUPS, AKC







$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
7880.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE .- 1630 W.
Main, Saturday, May




Sale at 510 South 6th
Street. Saturday, 8-6 p.
m. Sunday 1-6 p. m.
Monday 9-6 p. m. This is
one of the best yard
sales ever. 30" avacado
stove, lots of small
clothes, size 16 dresses,
dishes of all kinds, pink
and green depression
glass, old lamps, old
picture frames, tables
and ,chairs, and many
other items. New items
every day.
YARD SALE - 1616
Kirkwood, Friday and
Saturday. 9 a. m. - 6 p.
m. Toys, chairs, clothes,
electric dog clippers,
guitar, Coleman lantern
and stove, much more.
MOVING SALE - Hide-
a-bed couch with chair,
coffee table, T. V.,
clothing, miscellaneous
items. Saturday, 9 * m.
- 5 p. m. 508 South 11th.,'
BIG YARD SALE,
Saturday 28, 8-? Take
641 North to Poor Farm




Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apart-
ments, central gas heat,







292 loth ith Street
Pb... 153-
QUIET ,COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice



















Agency, 206 South 4th,
753-5646.
43 Rea] Estate
FINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
1435). This home has a
full basement, porch,




Realtor, 505 Main St.,





and 30 acres only 4 miles
from Murray with 19
acres of primed ten-
dable land, 8 acres
timber, tobacco barn, 8
stall horse barn and
other outbuildings.
Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for full time
Real Estate service.
PICTURE A PRETTY
HOUSE and view of
Kentucky Lake for year
round living. Call us to




kitchen, and 3 car
garage. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We work hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
LIVE AND EARN. Buy
now, move in and start









property. All this and a 2
bedroom home on tree
shaded lot. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 today for more
information. We look





Home. $88,000. Call 753-
3865.
WOODED AREA near
lake and Blood River. 35
nicely wooded acres on
Kirby Jennings Trail
near Blood River. This
property is located just
north of Hamlin, Ky.
Priced at only $13,125.00.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Murray. 753-0101 or call
Bob Rodgers at 753-7116.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651





113 S. 4th 753-2835
INSPECTION PERIOD
FOR THE PROPERTY TAX
ASSESSMENT ROLL
The Calloway County property tax roll
will be opened for inspection from June 6
through June 10, 1977. Under the super-
vision of the property valuation ad-
ministrator or one of his deputies, any
property owner may inspect the tax roll
to check the assessment of his property
and compare it with the assessment of
comporable property to determine
whether it is equitably assessed. The tax
roll may not be inspected for any other
purpose.
This is the January 1, 1977 assessment
on which state, county, and school taxes
for 1977 will be due on September 15, 1977.
The tax roll is in the office of the
property valuation administrator in the
county courthow and may be inspected















sow up • Saba
MARSHALL CO.
Time for a change? Stop
paying rent and take time
to enjoy your own home.
Well cared for 2 bedroom
frame home located on 1
acre near Aurora on Hwy.
80. Has 12' x 24' metal
workshop and 6' x 12'
storage building. All for
only $15,000.00. Call Bill.
Special! 61/2 acres, 3
bedrooms, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
family room, 2 baths,
bedrooms have hardwood
floors, carpet in living
room, dining room and
hallway. Has 36' x 40'
barn which is wired for
110, 16' x 22' patio, black
wood fence around house,
paved drive. Rest of the
property is enclosed with
woven wire fence.
$61,000.00. Call Bill.
23 Acre farm located 10
miles So. West of Ben-
ton, on the Virgil Smith





now is a garage & filling
station but could be used
for a variety of business
ventures. Has ex-
ceptionally good house in
good location.
Waterfront - Kentucky
Lake sloping shaded lot,
110' on water, protected
bay. Has septic system,
city water & paved circle
drive. In good subdivision
with paved streets. Call
, Volney or Darrell.
WE HAVE OTHER
LAKE FRONT & LAKE
ACCESS LOTS & HOMES
IN A WIDE RANGE OF:
PRICES.
GRAVES COUNTY
Four for the price of one
- 46 acre farm, 1/2 year
old brick home, good
older home, & new metal
24' x 40' shop with
monorail. New house is
modern ranch with 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, built-
in kitchen, large utility,
living room with wood
burning fireplace, car-
peting, central heat & air,
carport. Older house is a 3
bedroom farm house in
good condition with
plumbing, with a
minimum of expense it
could be made modern.
Approx. 15 acres of good
creek bottom row crop
land, 10 acres wooded,
rest in pasture. 30 acres
fenced. All for $55,000.00.
Call Volney.
LYON COUNTY
Get back to the good life
on this 74 acre farm in
Lyon County. 35 acres
tillable creek bottom, 39






homes, 12' x 65' and 10' x
52'. Excellent well, water
will never be a problem
here. Priced at $55,500.00.
Call Deanna to look at this
one.
LIVINGSTON CO.
263 Acres, P., mile from
Smithland on Tiline Road.
Income producing. Silica
Rock Quarry, approx. 100
acres tillable, mostly
fenced. Owner vs ill
finance below bank rates.
STARTING XIII 7 OW AMA, CAUONAI



























tobacco barn & livestock
barn. Two wells, year
round spring water. A like
new mobile borne ready
to move into. A real
value.
17.11 Acres with good
frame home, new well.
This is an established
worm raising farm &
business. Owner will
assist & train anyone
interested in this business
venture. It produces a
good family income. For
more information call
Charles.
2 Bedroom home con-
veniently located near
shopping facilities &
hospital. Has large lot,
completely remodeled
inside, new carpet. This
home can be bought with
or without furniture.
Priced for quick sale.
Approx. 108 acres, mostly
tillable, part bottom land.
Remainder is ridge land.
This farm is on Hwy. 1346,
5 miles east of Dexter.
100 Acres, approx. Y.2
tillable. Good productive
land. Remaining acreage
in good- timber. Has
tobacco base. Call
Charles.
65 Acres, 20 to 30 acres
ready for row crops, 10 to
20 acres can be put into
cultivation with a
minimum of expense. The
remaining acreage is in
marketable native
timber. Call Charles.
New Listing - Thisovell
kept 3 bedroom brick
home is now available
within the city limits of
Murray on Old Benton
Road. Has 5 acres that





retreat. 130 acres S. E. of
Murray where deer and
wild game abound. 70
Acres tillable creek
bottom. Deep well, stock
barn, tobacco barn. Nice
2 bedroom farm house
with bath. Owner will
finance below bank rates.
12 Acre farm with
completely furnished
double-wide mobile





87 Acres in Calloway
County located 2 miles
from Ky. Lake. Has 1/2
mile road frontage. Farm
limed, fertilized & seeded
last year, fenced with
barbed wire. Approx. 40
acres Tillable, 18 acres
marketable hardwood,
8,000 Scotch Pines set for
Christmas trees. Has
year round flowing creek
& deep well, 26' x 32' barn
or shop & log stock barn.
MARSHALL CO.
Make Money Here -
Here's your opportunity
to let renters make your
mortgage payments for
you and have some left
over. This choice piece of
property on Ridge Road
near Ky. Dam has a 2
bedroom frame home, 6
trailers & 3 extra trailer
hook-ups, on 1/2 acre lot.
This is priced right at
$40,000.00 & won't last
long.
Choice lot - 175' frontage
on South Main in Benton.
22 Acres near Kentucky
Lake on major highway,
has good building site and
on city water. Call
Charles.
SURTO* MI 1 MR INIORM-CALLOWIIT
COMM MOM MU al 71.11-112S
4 1 Red ts'd'e
64 ACRES with brick
house in South Graves
County. Call 753-0180.
BY OWNER - 27 acres,
located near New





large corner/lot it in-
tersection of Highways
299 and 464. Also 2 extra
buildings with potential
rental income. Less than
$20,000 investment could
be the beginning of a
new future for you. Call
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
Owner Ism* tem NW self
Iii. 4 beireenSiceredece4




45 Farms For Sale
A NICE 10 acre farm
located on Palestine
Road, near lake. New
home. Call 474-2710.
SMALL FARM, 31 acres,
20 tendable now in
beans. Wooded hillside
beautiful building site.
Eight miles North of




Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
46 Homes For Sale
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 aft7
5 p.m.
BIG, ROOMY, and shady.
Close to MSU and
Robertson Elementary.
With rental income,
garage and garden. By
owner. Low 30's. Call
753-4182.
HOUSE WITH 4 acres,
30,000. Lynn Grove.
Leaving state. Call 435-
4240.
NEW FOUR bedroom
house, located close to
schools.. Well planned
for family living, with
nice den with fireplace,
kitchen with breakfast
area, formal dining
room and living room,
21/2 baths, patio and
garage. Call 753-3903.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, 2 baths, family
room, large patio, 2 car




proximately 1,850 sq. ft.
of living area. Shown by
appointment, 753-8432.
THREE BEDROOM,
acreS, 5 miles West of
Hardin on Highway 80.




in living room. Carpet,
many cabinets, shower,





Middle School and new
clinic. On shady lot. Call
753-6608.




pliances. Call now to
see, 753-7835.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, $26,500. 402 N.
17th between Olive and
Hamilton. Call 753-24.98.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW -
double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent





SEVEN ROOM house, 4
miles North of Murray




garage and carport with
extra lots. Late model




quality brick home -
ideal location - distinc-




frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
47 Motorcycles
1972 358 YAMAHA. Call




for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 354-
8222 after 4 p. m.
HONDA 559 - 1975 model
with only 2,000 miles.
Like new. Call 498-8650.
1971 750 HONDA, $800.
Call 753-6713, after 4 753-
7612.
074 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Excellent condition.
New rings. Call 436-5377.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 197.1-
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.-
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222




power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8-
track tape. Has good




power and air. Needs
body worlon bed. $1150.
1974 Vega automatic
with air, $1195. Call 489-.
2595.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory







1969 BCICK Le Sabre, 4
door. $300.00. Call 1-354-
6217.
1971 FORD TORINO, 2
door hardtop, power and
air. Will accept any
reasonable offer. Call
753-0377.
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
Scottdale, mud tires,
and wheels. Roll bar,
and lights, AM-FM, still
under warranty, $5800.
Call 901-247-5250 or after
- 6 p. rn, 901-247-5523.
1972 JEEP CJ5 for sale or
trade for pickup truck.
Call 435-4593.
1973 GMC 4 wheel drive.
Call 753-7494 day, 753-
7263 night.
MUSTANG CON-
VERTIBLES, 2 for price
of one. One 1966
automatic, 6, and 1967
straight 6 cylinder.
$2600. Need a little work,




after 6. Must sell. ,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
19711 INTERNATIONAL
Scout. Good condition.
Call 753-1804 after 5 p.
m.
1976 VOLARE SPORT
Coupe. 18,000 miles. Call
753-7523.
1975 DODGE pickup,






Michelin tires. Call 753-
9488 or 753-3144.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
Another View
1977 GRAND LEMANS "POǸ T FORGET HIS IRAKIQUILI7.ER5
Pontiac. Must sell. Call HE15 GETTING HIS SILL IN 11-IE
MORNING."753-9798.
1941 WILLYS jeep. Call
after 6, 492-8661.
1974 MONTE CARLO,
black on black on black.
Extra nice, new tires.
Call 435-4429 or 435-4426.
1974 PONTIAC Catalina
Coupe, one owner family
car, excellent condition.
35,000 miles. Like new
steel belted radial tires.
Contact Jack Rose or
phone 753-1566.
1966 FORD GAIAXIE,
automatic, V4, 4 door.
Call 753-9819.
1976 BUICK REGAL V-6,
15,000 miles. Extras.
$4650. Call 753-3833.
1970 FORD F-350. 12 ft.
stake platform, 360 V-8
engine, cilia' rears,
heavy springs, tow hook,
rear step. Good con-
dition. Also 21 Cu. ft.





miles, tool boxes on each
side. $1800. Call 753-1499
after 5 p. m.
1977 LTD II. Just 7,000
miles. Fully equipped.




local car, $1,000. Call
753-6648.
1968 CAMARO i.eeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7p. m.
49 Used Ca's & Trucks
1970 PONTIAC Lemans.
Power steering, power
brakes and air con-
dition. Priced
reasonable. Also 1964 1
ton Chevy truck. Call
436-2713 after 5p. m.
1973 CHEVELLE Malibu.









condition. Can be seen at





steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.






plate and window glass.






Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nees *reed owl epsesite4 iiniN 20 years. De at sign say centred
NMI la is fiNsked
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914








641 North (By Perkins Pancake)
Now roes arriving waylay Far e bow, dn.( & ..ors ...All be sold by feel
Howord We ae• Hoe cern/owl Am...wean Hotch T /Poo' onVoOlowo to this one
Co.,. by and so. thle IV.W ANC POO Cowan, and To•eteed docols Fee on
ferreetkow en 1 tools and derols
753-8300
See us before you bey o von or used cat
51 Serv.ces Offered
DRIVEWAYS while
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
KIRISY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
_ will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be













Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling -
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug...
Taylor at 753-2310 fop















WILL DO hauling of any
kind, also in county.
Mower repair also. Call
753-8249.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
BUSHOGGING or gar-
dens tilled in New













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.






FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,















Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
L & M Blacktopping, seal




perience in seven states.





weekend? We're open 7






house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.
WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
7534545.




exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and









FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs
call John Lane. Phone
753-8669 or 436-2586.
ELECTRICAL WIRING




53 Feed And Seed
30 ACRES GOOD quality
Timothy Hay to be sold
in field. Call 753-5894
after 5 p. m.
54 Free Column
FREE 10 BLACK and
brown puppies. Can be




FREE - HALF, grown
spayed female cat. Coal
black. Very sweet and
gentle. Call 753-3535.
FREE - TWO puppies.
About six weeks old.
Desperately need good







Bring your car, truck or trailer we
load and secure your purchase




FRIDAY 3-9; SATURDAY 9-9; SUNDAY 11-8
)., •
BRAND NAME 3 SIZE
REST FOAM
Gent,* FIRM MI 5 inch Mick Polyurethane-Foam






Inner spring Construction. Designed to meet or exceed the
rigid specifications new demanded by leading
Motels and Hotels.
MONTICELLO
EXTRA FIRM. Double tempered Spring Stott coil
construction. Quitted top, bottom and sides




YOUCAN SEE CUTAWAY DISPLAY MATTRESS THAT
SHOWS YOU EXACTLY WHAT YOU BUY
OTHER MATTRESSES IN EXTRA FIRM. SUPER FIRM
AND FOAM.014 SALE HEADBOARD AND FRAMES
AVAILABLE
KING AND QUEEN SIZES BLANKETS, SHEETS










FULL SIZE QUEEN SIZE KING SIZE
MATTRESS or MATTRESS Or MATTRESS*,
FOUNDATION FOUNDATION FOUNDATION
$37 $50 ea pc
ea pC In Sets Only In vets only
$35 $45
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IF YOU ARE NOT FULLY SATISFIED YOU SIMPLY RETURN YOUR PURCHASE'IN GOOD CONDITION ANDGET YOUR MONEY BACK THIS GUARANTEE HOLDS UNTIL THE ENDOF THE THREE DA'?" SALE All salesare final after the last day
FRIDAY
3 P.M. - 1P.M.
MAY 27
NATIONWIDE BEDDING BROKERS CO. INC
HOLIDAY INN
See Our Display hi Tim Banquet Reent
U.S. Nighway 641 S. - Murray
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MAY 29
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Mrs V unite Cooper, age 84,
,110,1 at 4 to a. m. today at the
all Calloway County
Hospital.
Slit: is survived by one son,
Cooper, of Hazel; one
Hster. Vera Styers, of
Paducah: -two brothers, Dave
liarnion -of Murray and
Ta !hart Harmon of Akron,
iluo: and one grandchild.
Funeral services will be at
p. in. Sunday at the Hazel
hurch of Christ, where, she
as a member. Don Riley will
ifficiate and burial will be in
the South. Pleasant Grove
Cemetery. Friends may call
:it the Miller Funeral Home in




Murray, age 50, died at 4:45 a.
ill today ' at Vanderbilt
Hospital in Nashville.
Denham is survived by the
widow, Betty Denham, two
sons, Kenneth of Murray and
Michael of Newport News,
; two daughters, Mrs.
Rebecca Hatcher of Murray
and Mrs. Suzanne Maddox of
Harrisburg, Ill.; three
brothers, Dr. H. C. Denham of
Murray, Billy Joe Denham of
Springfield, Ill., and Oscar
Denham of Nashville.
Funeral arrangements arc„,_
incomplete, with the Blalock-





The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak on
the subject,
Memorials," at the 10:50 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
Nlay.29. His scripture will be
from Proverbs 10:7 and
Romans 12:1.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
the Rev. Ron Hampton with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Diane Dixon as pianist.
Names of those dying in the
service to the country will be
read followed by meditation
and prayer in thankfulness for
the memory of departed loved
ones. Don Rogers, deacon of
the Week, will assist in the
services.
The seniors will be
recognized during the mor-
ning service, and a breakfast
in their honor will be Sunday
at eight a. m. at the Kenlake
Hotel.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a. m. Sunday with Elbert
Thomason as director for the
lesson on "Christianizing Our
Priorities."
The evening services will
not be held so that persons
may attend the Murray High
School baccalaureate services





The Fifst Baptist Church
will observe the ordinances of
baptism and The Lord's
Supper at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
May 29, with the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, to




High School graduates will
be recognized and will include
Felecia Housden and Penny
Moody, Calloway High; Danny
Adams, Gay Alexander, JaRie
Flora, Lis& Francis, Brent
Hatcher, Steve Hussung,
Mary Ann Jones, Donna
Keller, Krista Maupin, Randy
May, Terri McDonnell, Beth
Outland, Gwen Purdom, Mark
C. Vinson, Allison Weaver,
and Lisa McDaniel"- Yates.
They will be,guests at a break-
fast at Perkins' Pancake
House at 8:15 a.m. Sunday.
Ray Brownfield, deacon of
the week, Bill Wilson, minister
of youth, Gus Robertson, Jr.,
song leader, Joan Bowker,
organist, and Alene Knight,
pianist, will assist in the
services. Special ,music,
"What Did He Do?" will be by
the Adult Choir, and an
election of deacons will be
held.
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the subject, "Sealed By The
Holy Spirit" with scripture
from Ephesians 1:13-14, at the
evening services which will be
Sunday only at five p.m. due to
the Murray High School
baccalaureate services at the
church at eight p.m.
Mrs. Ron Wright will sing a
solo, an the Adult Moir, will
sing "Softly Now the Light of
Day."
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr.
and Mrs. Ron Wright, Mrs.
Bobby McDowell, Mrs. G. C.
Wilson, Mrs. Alvis Jones, Mrs.
Glen Grogan, Miss Leslie
Grogan, Miss Dana Mansfield,
Mrs. Bobby Malone, Miss
Dana English, Miss Lisa
English, Mrs. Don Alley, and
Miss Kim Alley.
The flowers in the sanctuary
on May 22 were in memory of
Alfred Young by Mark and





Bro. John Dale will speak on
"Should I Join The Church?"
with scripture from Acts 9:26-
30 at the 8:30 a. in. and 10:40 a.
m. services on Sunday, May
29, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Serving at the early service
will be Jack Ward, Owen
Moseley, Walter Conner,
Howell Clark, Jerry Hum-
phreys, E. C. Wallin, and John
Steele.
Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
Frank Hargis, Roy Harmon,
Gary Lamb, E. M. Manners,
and James Suiter will serve at
the 10:40 a. m. service.
"Putting On Christ" with
scripture from Romans 13:12-
14 will be the subject of the six
p. m. sermon by Bro. Dale.
Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls, Glen
Gibbs, Ken Hopkins, and
Kevin McManus will take part
in the service.
Trial. . . (Continued From Page 1)
Ammons is scheduled to be
tried later in federal court on a
two-count indictment stem-
ming from the crash last June
of a plane loaded with
marijuana in Texas. He has
been reported cotovmer of the
plane and the indictment links
him with conspiracy to
possess the drug with intent to
distribute it after it had been
imported unlawfully from
Mexico.
The defense strongly- ob-
jected to the use of testimony
regarding the plane crash, but
it was allowed to be heard by
the jury with the ad-
monishment it cannot be used
in the determination of
Arrunon's guilt or innocence in
this trial. _
During his testimony,
Boyden said Ammons and
Anderson decided to rent a car
for the trip to Ocala, where he
formerly lived, and then he
overheard a telephone con-
versation with Ammons and
Lawson about the rental.
Lawson. brought the car to
Ammons' home about 3:30 to 4
p.m., he said.
Boyden stated Yoruk
warned him he was not to
"talk to anybody" and to
make the trip , without in-
cident. He further testified he
was "afraid" of Yoruk
because of his size and
reputation as being adept in
self-defense arts.
In his testimony Friday,
Boyden said Anderson showed
him and Scarborough how to
use "test kits" on marijuana
and cocaine. They also were
instructed to get $20,000 worth
of marijuana, he said.
Boyden also said they were
instructed to make the con-
nection for the drug buy, then
call Murray. At that point, he
said, either Ammons or
Anderson were to fly in to
Ocala and complete the deal.
In return for their efforts, he
said, he and Scarborough
were promised a share of the
profits from the sale of the
drugs.
Also testifying Thursday
afternoon was William H.
Boyden Sr., of Murray, father
of the other witness.
The elder Boyden, 58,
testified he moved his family
to Murray from Ocala about
21/2 years ago after serving 20
years in the Marine Corps.
He said that a few days after
his on and Scarborough were
arrested in Florida, he was
called by the state's attorney's
office. They asked if his son
was driving the senior
Boyden's car and if he knew
Lawson, who had rented the
car in Murray.
After being told that his son
had been arrested on a drug
charge, Boyden said he went
to Florida, met with his son,
and advised him to tell the
authorities the truth. His son
later was released tr.ihim to be
returned to Murray. Boyden
said he also signed for
Scarborough, a minor, to
return him to Murray.
He said they were met In
Nashville, Tenn., by Murray
Police Chief Brent Manning
and accompanied back to
-Murray.
Boyden said the boys stayed
at his home in Murray for two
weeks, during which time the
family received several ob-
scene phone calls. He said
dead cats and dogs were
thrown into his yard and that
someone poured acid on his
Cadillac automobile.
He said all of these in-
stances came after a police
raid was conducted on the
Ammons home and the
physician had been charged
with several drug offenses.
Boyden said he hired a
private security guard to




The Sacrament of Holy
Communion will be celebrated
at both worship services at
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. on Sunday,
May 29, at the First United
Methodist Church, according
to the Rev. Dr. James A.





Closing At 3 P.M.
Complete Menu
Selections of 1 Meat or Fish,
3 Vegetables and Dessert
Children 12 & under 1/2 ri
STEAKS
Friday & Saturday Nights
May 27 & 28
thr5349 I FISH , 41111 an eat
$




Senior Member Day was
observed by the church on
Sunday, May 22. Nine of the
members who have been
members for more than 60
years were present who were
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.. 76
years; Mrs. B. Wall Melugin
and Bernard Whitnell. 73
years; Miss Mayme Whitnell
and Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, 69
years; Mrs. Jesse Lassiter,
Miss Frances Bradley, and
Mrs. E. B. Allbritten. 67
, years Mrs. F. B. Outland and
Mrs. Wade Crawford, 66
years; Mrs. Garnett Jones
and Mrs. C. B. Ford, 65 years;
Miss Ruth Sexton and Miss
Frances Sexton, 61 years
Judy Stahler, director of the
Vacation Church School, said
a meeting of all teachers and
workers will be held Sunday at
two p.m. in the church parlor
A nursery will be provided and
each one is to bring tbeir VCS
materials.
SUMMER FESTIVAL—The Old Fashioned Summer Festival got underway Friday in
downtown Murray. Winners in the Apple Pie Contest, were, left to right, Lillie Miller,
first place, $7.50 prize; Treva Washer, second, $5; and Madie Vaughn, third, $4. The
judges for the event were Pat Harcourt of Murray and Kathy Oliver of Union City,
Tenn. Other events included horseshoe pitching and hog calling on the court square
Friday afternoon. Staff Photos
Dr. David C. Roos Speaker Sunday At Christian Church
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
minister of the First Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ)




"Indicators Of Our Faith"
will be the subject of the
sermon by Bro. Kenneth
Hoover at the 10:30 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
May 29, at the University
Church of Christ.
The scripture from Hebrews
10:11-25 will be read by Cecil
Like with prayers to be led by
Wayne Williams and Bob
Melugin. Robert Hendon will
make the announcements and
Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service.
The six p. m. sermon topic
by Bro. Hoover will be "What
Is Our Faith Worth?" with the
scripture from James 2:14-26.
Prayers will be led by Leroy
Eldridge and Joe West.
Presiding and serving for
The Lord's Supper will be
Bobby Martin, David Fitts,
Bruce Miller, Gary Taylor,
Joey West, Barry Grogan,
Tommy Reid, Jace Wilson,.
and Roland Goodgion.




Miller, and Robyn Hay.
Sunday Bible classes will be
at 9:30 a. M.
Coldwater Church To
Host Gospel Singing
The regular Church of
Christ gospel singing will be
held at the Coldwater Church
of Christ on Sunday, May 29,
at 2:30
All singers and listeners are
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
-
O pen 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
"Power for Parenting," at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, May 29, at the church.
"May Thy Holy Spirit" will
be the anthem by the chancel
choir, directed by Margaret
Porter with Jane Prince as
organist.
Worship leader will be Jim
Boone with Melanie Roos to be
the candle lighter. Greeters
will be Mr. and Mrs. Walt
Apperson and Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Hale.
Elders serving will be
Bailey Gore and Auburn
Wells. Voris Wells, Ken
Kellar, and Fred Wells will
serve as deacons.
Sunday ,School will start at
9:30 a.m. Sunday. Following a
shortened class period the
members and guests will meet
in front of the Education
Building to send off_ tbepelium
filled balloons which will have
Scripture verse's on them. This
will be it observance of
Pentecost Day.
The youth group will pap,et at
5:30 p.m, for supper with each
one to bring their own sand-
wich plus money for a soft
drink, twenty cents. The
meeting will follow at six p. m.
Vesper services will be held




Bert Randall from the
Department of Philosophy at
Austin Peay State University,
Clarksville, Tn., will be the
guest speaker at the 10:45 -a.
m. l'worship services on
Sunday, May 29, at the First
Presbyterian Church.
"The Christian and the
Declaration of Independence"
will he the subject of the
discussion by Mr. Randall.
Kathy Mowery will be the
choir director and Pat Mc-
Cormick will be the organist.










Check out their credentials today
Dodge has just introduced a new mid-price luxury car. With the sort of
things you expect in a luxury car. A clasSic, sculptured look. Standard
features like a 318 N'8 engine with Electronic Lean Burn System,
power steering, power front disc/rear drum brakes, automatic
transmission, and an interior that's nothing short of elegant.
All in a new manageable size for ease of maneuvering.
It's called Diplomat, and it's available in two- and four-door
models. Buy or lease one at your Dodge Dealer's today.
See and drive the brand-new Dodge Diplomats at:
Dodge
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore 753-0632
In
A
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